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ABSTRACT 

 

 This research paper investigates the business environment of the performance 

efficiency within the warehouse management of consumer goods and beverages, a 

comparison case study between Thailand and Lao PDR, to provide findings and 

recommendations for improvements and also to highlight some applicable warehouse 

management style that is applicable for the case study of Laos to adopt in the near future.  

The population sample of this research included five warehouses within Laos and Thailand, 

chosen for the in-depth interviews which included K.P Company Limited, Lao Brewery 

Company Limited, the Society Mixtede Transport Company Limited, Unilever Corporation, 

and Diethelm Company Limited.  The findings of this qualitative research are within the 

context of the in-depth interview guidelines base on the conceptual framework of 

warehouse management including labor management, space utilization, material handling 
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equipments and warehouse management system.  The findings and discussion for the two 

country case studies shows some similar outcomes and significances in terms of 

warehouse management performance efficiency operating at its full capacity available. 

Thailand’s case study based on the company’s policy, follow systematic schedule and tasks 

that can productively and progressively work at a fast pace.  There is an indication of low 

over-time work rate, which means that not only they are capable to be self-sufficient, but 

also show that they are reliable in meeting on-time delivery.  In comparison to Laos’s case 

study, their labor management shows little sign of aggressiveness and over-time work rate 

are higher comparing to Thailand, because of their insufficient capacity to meet the 

deadlines.  The findings also shows that labor management system is essential within the 

warehouse, as it provide benefits of allowing manager to define the work load, mapping 

different areas of work within the warehouse.   

 

Another outcomes of Thailand’s case study, shows that the management of space 

utilization in the warehouses is well design and organized into different categories, where 

pallet and racking system increase productivity, and creating greater space.  By comparison 

for the case study of Lao’s warehouse, shows that warehouse space are limited and 

needed more attentions in facilitating the overflow of goods.  It is in need for rearranging 

and configurations to increase capacity for product and cutting cost further.  Lao need to 

adopt effective space utilization whether in proper cube utilizations, also others means by 
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narrower aisles, pallet and racking systems to its maximum space capacity.   It is 

understood that such high technological Material Handling Equipments (MHEs) would 

efficiently best facilitate warehouses that has good layout and infrastructures, allowing 

systematic work process to operate efficiently.  Warehouses in Lao still have weak layout 

and infrastructure, where the warehouse floors are broken, which is not a good working 

condition for such high technology MHEs to be utilized effectively.  The problem of limited 

spaces are also another barriers for such mechanized reach truck or forklift to move freely 

within narrow aisle. 

 It revealed that Thailand adopted more sophisticated standardized WMS such as 

the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system of integrated applications that provide and 

control necessary information within the warehouse operations from receiving to shipping.  

However, problems of these standardized WMS stills arise for both Thailand and Laos, as 

to matching compatibility of certain WMS functions with other necessary inputs.  Therefore, 

necessary automation or upgrading the application of WMS would be required to meet high 

performance efficiency.    

The outcome of this research paper seeks the significances for both countries’ case study, 

intended to provide some awareness for future improvement within the warehouse 

management performance efficiency.  Also the expected benefits from this research should 

provide further supports to similar studies of warehouse management within Thailand and 

Laos. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 

 

 In today’s global business competitive environment, warehouse management plays 

an important role as part of logistics and supply chain activities which received much more 

attention.   

 

 Warehousing is becoming more and more a critical activity in the supply chain to 

outperform competitors on customer service, lead times and costs.  The role and mission of 

warehouse operations are changing and will continue to change dramatically.  It is vital for 

warehouse managers to adopt the best management practice, achieve high performance 

efficiency and at the same time pursue cost reduction in order to be competitive in the 

market. There are several research studies within the supply chain businesses, showing 

that there are a rising costs in warehousing and its operations. These problems have 

become an important business issues in seeking ways of minimizing, improving warehouse 

resource utilization, and at the same time emphasis on customer service.  There are issues 

in benchmarking of how well managers handle the warehouse resources including space,
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people and equipment to achieve a particular throughput, are still problems unsolved.  

These are some of the underlying problems of how warehouse operation and management 

should be practice in order to improve performance efficiency and reduce cost, especially in 

this chosen case study focuses on Laos comparing to Thailand.   

 

 Logistics and supply chain management in Laos is still considered weak and little 

discussion on this matter had not yet been widely published or mentioned on the national 

agenda. There is little or no apparent studies on the warehouse management performance 

in Laos, therefore potential investors have little confidences and expectation in these 

business opportunities.  Furthermore, there are no sign of studies on warehouse 

management for benchmarking or finding information on the warehouse operation standard 

alone.  Whereas, Thailand has already encompasses many related issues within the supply 

chain management, and still much actively involve in the fast paced economic climate to 

promote and provide value to its customers, by performing its supply chain activities more 

efficiently then competition.   

 

 The role of warehouse management for continuous improvement in design and 

operation of production-distribution networks has become more demanding, which in turn 

requires higher performances from warehouses. On the other hand, in reality this practice 

still remains considerable difficulty in applying.  That is why, it is important that this 
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research per se should be carry out to identify what is critical in managing performance 

efficiency within the warehouse, by so looking at labor management, space utilization, 

material handling equipment and warehouse management system as such for further 

improvement.  Simultaneously, this research will also provide analysis of any discrepancy in 

the warehouse management, whether adopting new material handling equipments, new IT 

such as bar coding; RFID and WMS will likely to improve the warehouse performance. 

 

 It is crucial to conduct this research, comparing the case study of Thailand and 

Laos where the findings will lead to opportunities and contribution in enhancing the supply 

chain infrastructure, ready to facilitate trade integration and strengthening trade connections 

between both nations and with its neighbor’s countries, especially with the East-West 

Economic corridors are predominantly attractive mission to endeavor.  However, still least 

developing countries like Laos needs to learn from its sibling countries like Thailand, in 

certain aspects that prove to be efficient or at least a standard model as a benchmark, 

which is best to implement.  It is necessary for managers to quickly realize the future 

opportunities and benefit gain in preparing the most efficient warehouse management 

practices. Essentially, improvement and growth expansion for Thailand and especially for 

Laos’s warehouse management should be pursuing for further upgrade to high 

performances into real-time practices.  Also, Thailand and Laos can find the benefits of 
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integrating and sharing knowledge know-how, take charge and discover the advantages of 

the business relations in good terms to boost trade flows more efficiently and effectively.   

 

 To investigate whether the warehouse management practices in Thailand can 

reflect to the management in Laos. To encounter upon selective warehouses environment 

of Thailand and Laos, to obtain competitive edges needed to enhance cost and 

performance efficiencies.  It will require considerably persistent implementation on 

warehouse management, warehouse structures, space utilization, stock rotation, damage 

control; planning and schedule as such are the necessary factors for benchmarking. 

 

 The lack of infrastructure in developing and less developed countries creates 

problems for logistics.  Infrastructure such as telecommunications and the transportation 

system can affect the development of the logistic task.  If a nation lacks a reliable network 

of dependable transportation, telecommunications, warehousing and other related 

infrastructure then firms will be restricted from designing efficient logistics management for 

the distribution of finished goods (Fawcett, 1993).  For example, poor logistics support 

facilities was a major reason for Bangladesh’s futile efforts in attracting foreign investment 

as opposed to South Africa’s ability to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) to its advanced 

logistics system (Cilliers & Nagel, 1994).  Remarkably, Thailand and many other developed 

Asian nations has fast track in preparing and consistently finding the most effective way in 
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minimizing cost and maximizing value in relation to logistic and supply chain management.  

Since, the openness of trade between nations like FTA has open gateways for more 

growing business opportunities, it is no doubt that all nations will be trying to work on the 

facilitation of such logistics and supply chain stage to be competitive and capture profit for 

further growth.  Despite having seen reasonably trade growth and development from the 

past decade also, it is importance that logistics and supply chain within this ASEAN regions 

work together hand in hand, in supporting and enhancing such infrastructure.  Beginning 

with warehouse management, Thailand and Laos can learn from each other and share 

lessons, expand further improvements and shaping higher performance efficiency. 

     

 A land-locked country like Lao PDR is dependent heavily on its neighbor countries 

in terms of infrastructure of import goods, especially from Thailand, Vietnam and China.  As 

tougher international competition and the expansion of geographical markets have force 

manufacturers, exporters and importers to focus on integrated production and logistics 

strategies in order to reduce costs, and at the same time, to obtain a higher service 

standard.  To facilitate such gateways of opportunities, many businesses from the local and 

international arenas within the regions will determine to seek for partners and service 

providers that best serve their demand and requirements, whether it might seems less 

importance now but it will be more competitively challenge in the long run.  That is why; it 

is importance that businesses of all sectors of logistic or supply chain ought to build a 
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strong business operation structure and management ready for the whole protocol of 

upcoming business opportunities. 

 

 This paper will closely examine the case of Thailand Warehousing management in 

comparing with Laos, to which the outcome of this analysis is expected to help improve 

warehouse operation and performance efficiency.   For the reason that, Thailand and Laos 

shares many common factors, it is not surprising that least developing country like Laos will 

persistently follow the trend of its close neighbor country like Thailand in most area of 

businesses and industries that has proven to be successful fast track.   

 

 

1.8 Objectives of the Study 

 

 This study investigates 

1) the performance efficiency in warehouse management of consumer goods and 

beverages, a comparison case study between  Thailand and Lao PDR; 

2) to provide analysis of findings and recommendations that is applicable in 

adapting an improvement for the warehouse management in Laos.  
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1.9 Conceptual Framework 

 

 This research paper explores the conceptual framework which derived from 

fundamental concepts of supply chain management in line of performance efficiency of 

Warehousing Management, a comparison case study between Thailand and Lao P.D.R. 

 

 
 

 

1.10 Research Questions 

 

 This research paper set out to see whether the suitability of warehouse 

management performance efficiency module of Thailand can be adapted to the Lao PDR.  

It attempted to identify the gaps between the management of warehousing consumer goods 

between Thailand and Laos, where various factors effecting the performance efficiency is 

Warehouse Management 
 

• Labor Management 
• Space Utilization 
• Material Handling Equipments 
• Warehouse Management System 

Performance 
Efficiency 

Thailand Laos 
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one of the main concerns toward pushing standards or benchmarking the role of this 

industry, particularly as part of the logistic and supply chain management. 

 

The study set out to answer the following research questions: 

1. What effects Thailand Warehouse management performance efficiency? 

2. What effects Laos Warehouse management performance efficiency? 

3. What are the differences in outcome of both Thailand and Laos Warehouse 

management performance efficiency? 

 

 

1.11 Delimitation and Limitation of the Study 

 

This research paper is preliminary study on the warehouse management of 

Thailand and Laos in identifying the differences or gap between the two countries business 

operations, by selecting onsite visits to conduct in-depth interviews in Bangkok-Thailand 

and Vientiane-Laos, and also depended on some literature reviews to assists in making this 

research analysis.  To narrow down findings, this research will only scope and focus on the 

consumer goods and beverage warehouses for both within Thailand and Laos.  Research 

questions will be conducted for an in-depth interview targeting at warehouse managers, 
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supervisors and with related person in charge who is expertise in the management of 

warehouse.   

 

This research will be base on the conceptual model of the performance efficiency 

within warehouse management which relates to labor management, space utilization, 

material handling equipment and warehouse management system (WMS), furthermore 

finding the gap of warehouse management between this neighbor countries for 

improvement in cost and performance efficiencies for the business opportunities expanding 

across the interconnecting nations. 

 

Some limitations of this study included time management and better prepared 

methodology to support this qualitative research in terms of strong validity and reliability.  It 

means the time required to obtain an in-depth interview, the appointment for an observation 

studies, and also allowing time for further feedback and responses from the interviewees.   

 

1.12 Expected Benefits 

 

 The expected benefits of this research paper should be of valuable information for 

those who are interested in doing similar topic in the field of Warehouse management focus 

specifically on Thailand and Laos.  Similarly, to provide information about the comparative 
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studies on the warehouse management of the two countries, providing answer to readers 

the gap or differences of performance efficiency, and also how this findings can be of 

benefits towards making improvements in the eyes of warehousing managers and 

investors.  

 

 

1.13 Definition of Terms 

 

Performance Efficiency Refers to the performance level, how well the warehouse 

management performances are being measured, how it proves to be cost effectively and 

responsively efficient within the supply chain framework.  This extent to how complexity of 

warehouses controls its activities, applications and processes.  

 

Warehouse management is how well labor management, space utilization, material 

handling equipment and warehouse management system are operating through its 

systematic processes. 

 

Labor Management is referring to how warehouse manager pays attention to labor 

productivity, capacity, accuracy and the overall warehouse labor performances. 
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Space Utilization is referring to the management of utilizing warehouse space efficiently, 

concerning storage space location, system; design and layout of warehouse that reduce 

cost, increase productivity, and performance efficiency. 

 

Material Handling Equipment is referring to various types of material handling equipment 

use in the warehouse that helps in enhancing productivity, and performance efficiency. 

 

Warehouse Management System (WMS) is a program system that uses technology to 

help in warehouse management functions by integrating warehouse information technology 

that allows data collection, to efficiently monitor the flows of product from receiving to 

shipping, by utilizing auto data capture technology such as bar code scanner, wireless LAN, 

RFID, and mobile computers synchronizing all data into a central database and providing 

report when necessary.  The purpose of WMS is to achieve high performance efficiency. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 
 This chapter provides the detail concepts of warehouse management as base 

ground of the research.  There are 5 main topics including general information on 

warehouse management, labor management, space utilization, material handling 

equipments and warehouse management system (WMS).  These topics are divided 2 

sections that include 2.1 Background theories and 2.2 Related Research. 

 
 
2.1  Background theories 

 2.1.1 Background on Warehouse Management 

 

 Warehousing is an essential component of any supply chain and incorporates many 

different aspects of logistics operations, and is typically viewed as a place to hold or store 

inventory.  The major roles include: buffering the material flow along the supply chain to 

accommodate variability caused by factors such as product seasonality and/or batching in 

production and transportation; consolidation of products from various suppliers for 

combined delivery to customers; and value added processing such as kitting, pricing; 

labeling, and product customization (Gu, Goetschalckx and McGinnis, 2006).  The literature 
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study constitute the fundamental of broader research, detailed in many resource which 

describe warehouse management an integral part of logistic and supply chain as mentioned 

above as well as, extensively can contribute to manufacturing and retailing efficiency.  

While the role of the warehouse has traditionally been to stock inventory, contemporary 

warehousing provide a broader value proposition in terms of economic and service benefits.  

Economic benefits include consolidation and bread-bulk, assortment, postponement, 

stockpiling, and reverse logistics.  Service benefits include spot stocking, full line stocking, 

production support, and market presence.  The perspective of warehousing is changing 

from a storage mission to one characterized by velocity and movement (Bowersox, Closs 

and cooper, 2002).  The term ‘supply chain’ is the process that integrates, coordinates and 

controls the movement of goods and materials from suppliers to customers, to the 

consumer in a timely manner.  Some people logically argue that the term ‘supply chain’ 

could be called the demand chain (Emmett, 2005). 

 

 Warehouse management is often thought of as being just an operational day-to-day 

job.  But as Emmett (2005) literature has described it should also be involved in the longer 

strategic aspects of the business.  Warehousing has a critical part to play in supply chain 

management and it can only play this part if it is involved in the strategic aspects of the 

business.  Expert interview on customer perspective of warehousing from Kruath et al. 
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(2004) reviews that in these sectors warehousing does play a crucial role, where delivery 

has to be fast and reliable since stock out are often lost sales.   

 
 Much is expected from today's warehouse managers. Many have to ship orders 

within hours instead of days. Some must comply with changing customer and government 

mandates. Almost all are dealing with fluctuating energy costs. And let's not forget the day-

to-day need to track people, product, and information, all on a limited budget.  Logistic 

Management reviews (Napolitano, 2006) in September 2006 launched the First Annual 

Warehousing Trend Survey designed to help today's warehouse managers get a clearer 

picture of the challenges they face today and give them an opportunity to see how their 

warehouse operations compare with the industry average.  It reveals that, the top objective 

pursued by warehouse decision-makers that year was increasing customer satisfaction (40 

percent). Reducing costs came in second (32 percent), validating the continuing cost-

control burden on today's warehouse manager. Only 7 percent of respondents reported that 

they were expanding their operations, while 1 percent said they primarily focused on 

maximizing efficiency by buying new equipment and systems. (See Table.2.1) 

 

 When asked what their customers expected of them, warehouse managers were 

plain and clear; customers demand accurate orders delivered on-time and without damage. 

In fact, 97 percent of respondents said order accuracy was most important. On-time 
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delivery came in second at 94 percent, and damage-free shipment was in third place with 

91 percent. (See Table. 2.2) 

Table. 2.1 Top Warehouse-Operation Objectives  

 Objective Most Important Second Third 
 Increase customer satisfaction 40% 24% 16% 
 Reduce costs 32% 34% 22% 
 Maximize efficiency with existing assets 17% 24% 32% 
 Expand operations and capacity 7% 9% 12% 
 Consolidate operations and capacity 2% 6% 12% 
 Maximize efficiency with new assets 1% 4% 6% 
(Source: Logistics Management, RBI Research) 

 
Table 2.2 Importance of Deliverable to Customers 

  Deliverable % Rating among top two 
 Order accuracy 97% 
 On-time delivery 94% 
 Damage-free shipment 91% 
 Responsiveness to changing requirements 81% 
 Order cycle time 81% 
 Operating hours' accessibility 66% 
 Visibility of orders 55% 
 Returns-processing capability 51%  
 Value-added service capability 50% 
 SKU integrity 46% 
 Responsiveness to marketing trends 43% 
 Deferred customization and/or postponement 33% 
 Assembly of promotional displays 21% 
(Source: Logistics Management, RBI Research) 
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 2.1.2 Labor Management 

 

 One important thing about Warehouse management is labor management.  

Management by itself, described (Emmett, 2005) into various definitions such as getting 

people to do things, to achieve a task and build a team and develop individuals.  Managing 

work involves dealing with the four fundamental management activities: planning, 

organizing, directing and controlling.  Therefore, how good warehouse performance is also 

depends on aligning the labor forces right, managing it effectively and efficiently.  

Warehouse manager faces labor costs with huge price tags associated with employees all 

add up, and it is necessary to look for ways to keep these costs to a minimum.  One of the 

best ways to accomplish that is through a labor management solution.  Not surprisingly, 

most warehouses are looking for WMS packages that include labor report systems, which 

allow the managers to check and monitor employees.  Just a matter of input the task, the 

quantity and other factors into a database and then use the information to analyze 

productivity by worker, zone, or any other way desire (Warehousing Education & Research 

Council, 2003).  However, if you have a robust WMS in place, it is like already have a tool 

specifically for that task, but each vendor’s labor management capability is different, 

ranging from basic labor management tools up to very robust system.  Further research, 

found that labor reporting systems can help a company plan for peak seasons by analyzing 
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labor requirements on more average days and also spell out the differences in each job to 

understand why one employee might not seem as productive as another. 

 

 It is becoming essential to have labor management system in place to provide 

benefits of allowing manager to define the work load, mapping it out by each area of the 

warehouse.  The system can also provide task management giving each operator a 

prioritized work plan.  Additionally, labor reporting can become handy in labor budget and 

forecasting.  Managers are able to see what needed to be ship and then call in the right 

amount of temps for any given day (Warehousing Education & Research Council, 2003).  

Another reviews (Modern Material Handling, 2004) that the labor management system from 

WMS can help a 20 percent reduction of labor costs which are not limited to just lower 

payroll costs.  Because there are many warehouse job roles (Appendix B) it is important for 

manager to realizing the benefit of labor planning.  When planning the amount of labor, 

take into account the labor management system that will take into account all variables like 

the engineered labor standards for every task required to fill that order.  It also take into 

account the travel times required to get form location to location, lunch, coffee and personal 

breaks, the limitations and constraints of equipment and automated systems, and even the 

weight, cube and type of packaging required for the orders (Modern Material Handling, 

2004).  Therefore, it is pretty clear to summarize that whatever type of labor management 

tools fits with different type of warehouse operation, having one in place and fully utilizing it 
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will help the most of labor pool.  The Warehouse Education & Research Council (2003) 

point out that labor management can be one of the simpler areas to make significant 

productivity and efficiency improvements. 

 

 

 2.1.3 Space Utilization 

 

 Another significant area in the warehouse management to be more competitive in 

the market place is to turn to building innovative space utilization, improvement in labor and 

warehouse efficiency.  When a company has a lot of product and the management of 

space utilization will become a problem, if the management of that space slot is not 

carefully use, the result being excess space not being use properly.    Therefore, it is 

important for a warehouse to have appropriate layout and design that can facilitate a 

smooth flow of warehouse activities of receiving, putaway, storage, order picking and 

shipping.  The process of this is like putting a puzzle together.  Like a puzzle, it is difficult 

to complete until all the pieces have been defined and assembled.   Defining those pieces 

is the purpose of profile, benchmarking, simplifying, computerizing, and mechanizing 

warehouse operations (Frazelle, 2002).  The first step in laying out a warehouse is to 

determine the overall space requirements for all warehouse processes such as the stage of 

receiving, pallet storage, case picking, broken case picking, packing & unitizing, 
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customizing, accumulation and sortation, shipping stage, cross-docking, warehouse offices, 

and restrooms.  

 

 Warehouse managers are trying to find ways in accommodating the space required, 

adjusting the existing designs to be more effective, where one important element of space 

management relates to cube utilization the ability to store more product in the warehouse.  

Cube utilization, among other things, means pallets and case sizes are managed so that 

they are slotted into an effective storage system.  To increase overall net capacity in the 

facility, Turner (2003) reviews in his paper recommends moving from floor stacking to 

racking to double deep racking, to take away fixed equipment that is a hindrance to 

capacity and installing racking that can increase overall net capacity in the facility.  

Changing aisle configuration can also increase capacity for product, cutting costs further.  

Also, using narrower aisles will help reduce labor and increase capacity.  This means more 

space for fixed equipment like racking, whether it is single deep or double deep racks, thus 

increasing capacity.  Another aspect of reducing costs and increasing productivity through 

effective space utilization is expanding upward instead of outward, creating greater cube 

utilization.  Another means of effective space utilization is reslotting which also directly 

relates to labor and warehouse efficiency.  Reslotting the product to where it will be easier 

for the selector to build a good pallet, to where he is moving quicker because he is not 
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trying to figure out where he is going to put his next case, finally means he is doing his job 

more efficiently. 

 

 

 2.1.4 Material Handling Equipment 

 

 What makes a warehouse exceptional? What makes high-performance warehouse?  

Aichlmayr (2002) reveals that the answers can be any of these whether it is a high level of 

automation, robust WMS or even the state of art material handling equipment.   For the 

foreseeable future, industry leaders expect to increase their purchases of material handling 

equipment, systems and related software to keep pace with expanding business activity.  

From the same source, survey reveals that the material handling equipment that are in the 

top of shopping list included lift trucks, rack and shelving an totes, bins and containers and 

other leading types of equipment include docking equipment, packing and conveyors.  But 

material handling hardware is not alone on the list; the information side of managing 

material and inventories is also well presented.  Bar coding, wireless terminals, supply 

chain software, controls and RFID solutions is prominently in buying plans. 

 

 Material handling hardware is certainly more everywhere than information system in 

industry today.  No one is going to try to run a facility without core material handling 
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equipment such as lift trucks and conveyors.   Although bar codes in particular are so 

widely used, there are still many facilities that do not use the technology as extensively as 

they could.  Much the same can be said about wireless terminals, supply chain software 

and controls.  Meanwhile, RFID is still in its growing stages, and if nothing else, has the 

attention of many people today.  Nevertheless, (Bradley et al., 2001) survey findings reveal 

that much of the private warehouse allocate their capital spending first in the list is material 

handling and automation equipment of 44 percent, WMS and system modifications 26 

percent, Bricks and mortar 23 percent and training 7% , respectively. 

 

 

 2.1.5 Warehouse Management System (WMS) 

 

 The research of this study is also to point out how an adaptable Warehouse 

Management System (WMS) can efficiently and cost effectively meet customer demands; 

how it will drive cost savings, meet compliance requirements, or improve product quality 

control and importantly how it can possibly aligned WMS with an important corporate 

strategy.  That is, increases in inventory accuracy and on-time shipments, reduced labor 

costs, improved operations and increased ability to accommodate value-added services.   
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 A warehouse management system provides the information necessary to manage 

and control the flow of products in a warehouse, from receiving to shipping.  An integrated 

system, WMS must communicate with other management information systems, about order 

acceptances, procurement, production control, finance, transportation, etc.  An advanced 

type of WMS would popularly refer to enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.  A WMS 

is a short-term planning, shop-floor control, system for warehousing and Crossdocking 

(sometime transport) activities only.  The similarity in information, planning and control 

requirement between so many warehouses triggered and stimulated the development of 

standard WMSs.  Many of standard WMS has grown out of a custom-made system for one 

specific warehouse to which more and more features and functionality have been added to 

meet over time the needs of other warehouses (Faber et al., 2002, 2001).  However, the 

market of standard WMSs is still young, immature and still quite limited.  This findings 

concurs with the situation in the USA; research carried out by the Warehouse Research 

and Education Council (WERC) among 200 warehouse and IT managers in the USA 

showed that no standard WMS has market share of more than 10 percent and that the top 

eight have a total market share of less than 40 percent (McGovern; Gurin,1999).   

 The benefits that a WMS can provide include increased productivity, reduction of 

inventories, better space utilization, reduced errors, support of customer EDI requirements, 

and value added logistics compliance programs.  However, as always standard software 

has its limitations; whichever WMS is selected to achieve the best possible fit with the 
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warehousing processes, a WMS imposes its own logic on a warehouse’s operation and 

organization.  Implementing a standard WMS therefore remains largely making promises 

between the way a warehouse wants to work and the way the system allows the 

warehouse to work.    In many instances, these promises are minor and have no or only a 

little negative effect on the performance of the warehouse.  In some instances, however 

these compromises would lead to significant degradation of warehouse performance, and in 

those instances it seems better to acquire a customized WMS, tailored after the operational 

and organizational needs of the warehouse.  The wrong choice of WMS, that is, standard 

or tailor made, may therefore lead to a competitive or cost disadvantage. 
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 Following are survey of warehouse IT importance, where participants to rank the 

importance of each technology in their individual operations. 

Table 2.3 Importance of Warehouse Technologies 

  Technology Very important Somewhat important Not 
important 

Do not 
use 

Bar coding 52% 22% 5% 21% 
Warehouse management systems (WMS) 48% 27% 7% 18% 
Electronic data interchange (EDI) 41% 28% 7% 24% 
Real-time order tracking 39% 27% 9% 26%  
Advance shipment notices (ASNs) 36% 30% 10% 23% 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) 28% 19% 13% 41% 
Automated print and apply 17% 26% 11% 47% 
Labor management systems 16% 27% 13% 44% 
Shipping conveyor/sorter systems 13% 13% 15% 60% 
Very narrow aisle (VNA) storage 12% 21% 13% 54% 
RFID solutions 11% 21% 12% 56% 
Receiving conveyor/ sorter systems 8% 11% 15% 67% 
Automated picking systems 7% 9% 14% 70% 
Pick-to-light 6% 9% 18% 67% 
Voice-directed picking 5% 8% 17% 71% 
Carousels 4% 13% 15% 67% 
Automated storage 4% 8% 15% 74% 
Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) 4% 8% 15% 73% 
 
(Source: Logistics Management, in partnership with Gross & Associates, September 2006) 
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2.2 Related Research 
 
 
 There a number of researches on warehouse management and warehouse 

performance measurement, however there is little that is related to comparative studies 

on warehouses, which is between different countries.  Nevertheless, there are some 

related warehouse topics that can be use as a guideline toward conducting this research 

paper. 

 Firstly, a research paper on warehouse operation, a comprehensive review (Gu, 

Goetschalckx and McGinnis, 2006) conducted an extensive review on warehouse 

operation planning problem.  The emphasis is on the characteristics of various decision 

support models and solution algorithms.  The purpose is to provide a bridge between 

academic researchers and warehouse practitioners, explaining what planning models and 

methods are currently available for warehouse operations, and what are the future 

research opportunities.  Overall this research paper, provide some understanding on how 

warehouse operation works and some adoption of new management philosophies 

mentioned such as JIT or lean production also brings new challenge for warehouse 

systems, including tighter control, shorter response time, and greater product variety.  On 

the other hand, the widespread implementation of new information technologies (IT), such 

as bar coding, radio frequency communication (RF), and warehouse management system 

(WMS), provide new opportunities to improve warehouse operations.  A number of 
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warehouse operation decision support models have been proposed in the literature, but 

there remains considerable difficulty in applying these models to guide warehouse 

operations.   

 
 Next research paper, Aminoff et al., (2002) VTT Technical Research Centre of 

Finland conducted a study on warehousing. The objective of the study was to examine the 

present state of Finnish warehouses and to create guidelines for improving warehousing. 

Forty-five Finnish warehouses, including wholesalers, industrial companies and contract 

warehouses, participated in the study. A benchmarking method developed and the study 

concentrated on the following areas: warehouse efficiency (work efficiency, space 

utilization, and cost efficiency); warehousing costs calculated by activity-based costing 

method; service level; and working methods. As required by benchmarking theory, some 

best practices were also defined. The best practices include, for instance, IT solutions, 

tracking and control systems, working methods and an efficient warehouse. This paper 

concentrates on factors that have an impact on warehouse efficiency and on the 

possibilities of improving warehousing operations. 

 

 The following research paper (Goh and Pinaikul, 1998) topic is about Logistics 

management practices and development in Thailand.  This paper was conducted as there 

are many firms are starting to focus on the effective and efficient supply chain management 

in Asia.  The report states the existing logistics management practice in Thailand, and 
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reveals that firms prefer responsive suppliers.  Also, most of the logistics costs incurred are 

on transportation and warehousing.  The factors hindering logistics development, efficient 

logistic information system, various bottlenecks has been mentioned through out the paper.  

The paper also covers in the finding and discussion about supplier selection and 

relationship, realizing the importance of supplier- customer relationship management.  Many 

criteria relating and effecting logistics in Thailand were carry out, and also highlight some 

related issues on material handling equipment as well.   

 Another paper (Krauth et al., 2005) touches on some similar issues on the 

performance indicators in logistic service provision and warehouse management- a 

literature review and framework.  Basically, the papers focus on cost reduction, product 

leadership and customer relationship management.  However, this paper provide little 

understanding and somewhat unclear message, a lot of framework on various 

measurements and performance indicators, but the extensive of the whole paper somewhat 

provide only brief explanations. 
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Chapter 3 

 
Methodology 

 
 
3.1 Research Methodology 
 
 
 To initiate in this research design, a conceptual model developed in chapter 1 are 

used to formulate in this chapter.  To achieve such result, it is necessary to justify the 

relationship between these elements which consists of 4 main selective key assets of 

Warehouse Management towards performance efficiency, in both comparative case studies 

between Thailand and Laos.   In the aspect of Warehouse Management research and to 

make analysis for performance efficiency, the following essentials including: labor 

management, space utilization, material handling equipments and the warehouse 

management system (WMS) are conceptually chosen to be examined.   Investigation of 

performance efficiency in the labor management for instance, to identify how many man-

hour uses in the warehouse operation and activities of receiving, put away, storage, order 

picking and right through shipping whether it is increasing in productivity and cost reduction, 

which lead to warehouse management performance efficiency.  Moreover, whether the 

application of WMS has been adopt at all and if the system fits well with the warehouse 

management, to heighten and indicate any performance efficiency for both warehouses.  
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Ultimately, the outcome from these elements will assist to any distinction in warehouse 

management performance efficiency between Thailand and Laos.  This comparative study 

chooses to narrow down this research and focus on specific industry being the consumer 

goods and beverages, part of the apparent commodities within the demand chain.  The 

chosen methodology for this research is by in-depth interviews and observations studies to 

the selected warehouses in Laos and Thailand. 

 
 
3.2  Qualitative Paradigm 
 
 The fundamental approach in this research study will be conduct as a qualitative 

method, to make comparative assessment in the warehouse management performance 

efficiency between Thailand and Laos.  The decision for selecting the qualitative approach 

is a combination of various reasons such that: 

• No distinguish theory has been developed relevant to the topic. 

• The study is exploratory. 

• The chosen topic of this research is a comparative study, which the 

phenomenon and situation may be functional and efficient for one 

case/person, but may not be for another. 
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• There have been little or no previous studies on the same specific topic.  

So this research can considered to be as the preliminary study of 

warehouse management performance efficiency for Thailand and Laos. 

• This research study is mainly focuses on experiences and it is the major 

elements which link the relationship or status or answer holds true. 

 
Case Study 
 
 A case study is a good tool for exploratory studies. According to Yin, a case study 

is an effective strategy for exploring “how” or “why” questions (Yin 1994). Given the 

research goals, the primary field study technique used was the case study. It allowed direct 

observation of a phenomenon in its natural setting, thus promoting profound, realistic 

understanding (Babbie, 1983). While other methods would have compiled broad conceptual 

overviews and isolated quantitative facts, field research produced rich explanations and 

illustrative examples that generated great insight (Babbie, 1983). 

 
3.3  Variable of Research  
 
 This research studies apply the analysis of literature reviews, theories, journals, 

discussion papers and the main sources of data from an in-depth interview obtained from 

both countries case studies.  Prior to the in-depth interviews, an interview guideline 

(Appendix A) was prepared intended to assist during the interview sessions.  The interview 
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guideline arranged into segmented question, concerning the related key variables in making 

analysis of performance efficiency.  The in-depth interviews will be conduct in Thailand and 

Laos, visiting on-site warehouse premises.  The populations are the selected consumer 

goods and beverages warehouse managers, and the related warehouse employee who has 

the experts’ opinion in providing detail information within the warehouse.  

 

 The in-depth guideline questions derived from the conceptual model concerning 

labor management, space utilization, material handling equipments and warehouse 

management system (WMS) towards obtaining performance efficiency for the case studies 

of Thailand and Laos.  This qualitative research obtained from an in-depth interview will 

provide an insight approaches of distinguishing the differences of warehouse management, 

which is expected that these differences can be adopt for improving performance efficiency 

in the case of Laos.  

 

3.4 Sampling, Measurement and Design of In-depth Interview 

3.4.1 Sampling size for conducting an in-depth interview 

 

 The population used for conducting an in-depth interview of this research study will 

be the warehouse manager or the related employees of the warehouse management.  
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The targeted sampling size is will be 4 or more warehouse premises of consumer goods 

and beverage sector, within both countries of Thailand and Laos.  For this purpose, the 

outcome is expected to be reasonable justify in terms of validity and reliability.  The 

selected populations will be base on its well recognized business operations and at the 

same time can represent as the best selection for each country case studies.   

 

3.4.2  Measurement of conducting an in-depth interview 

  

 The measurement of this qualitative study is base on an in-depth interview and 

through a permitted observation studies. The interviewees will counter such questions 

based on the prepared interview guideline and at the same time pursuit further for weighty 

and absolute findings.  The measurement of an in-dept interview obtained will reflect on the 

main conceptual variables for both case studies of Thailand and Laos; and these findings 

will be compared within the research analysis. Moreover, the research analysis based on 

the key assets of warehouse management including Labor management, space utilization, 

material handling equipments and the warehouse management system (WMS) will be 

carefully explore to meet the objective of this research study . 
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3.4.3  In-dept Interview Design 

  

 As mentioned earlier, the conceptual model of this research will be the key 

elements of the in-depth interview design, and also focusing on meeting the objectives of 

the research study.  The design of the interview intended to be precisely specific to the key 

issues and also allowing the interviewee opportunities to input additional information that 

might be valuable in making the assessment or analysis of these findings.  The grouping of 

these interview guideline questions are divided into 5 parts which derived or adapt from the 

analysis study of literature reviews, journals and discussion paper of similar situations.  

Refer to Appendix A, an interview guideline use in finding the warehouse management 

performance efficiency for the two comparative case studies of Thailand and Laos.  

 

 

3.5  Data Collection  

 

 Appointments for the on-site visits to the warehouse of consumer goods and 

beverages sector will be conducted through in-depth interviews.  It will be conduct and 

focused on 4 main areas of warehouse management: labor management, space utilization, 

material handling equipments and WMS toward obtaining performance efficiency for both 

case study of Thailand and Laos.  This should justify some of the key problems in the 
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warehouse, relating to such activities like receiving, putaway, storage, order picking and 

shipping in those aspects. The rationale of this data collection not only included 

observation, in-depth interviews, but it is supported by trustworthiness approach.  

Therefore, having peers reviews research, an in-depth-interview guideline questions and 

transcripts for accuracy, consistency and authenticity will be at most essentials before 

proceeding to the next task. Despite the fact that, the search for warehouses might seem 

difficult in appointing at first due to connections being limited and the availability for 

cooperation of Thailand and Laos might seem challenging, this research paper somewhat 

also depend on the literature reviews.  There are numerous secondary sources of data on 

the internet relating to the fundamental concepts of the related topic study, however 

accurate descriptions from these journals, and discussion reviews will only be half of what 

is needed for further analysis.  Thus, data collection obtained from the in-depth interviews 

with the warehouse manager, supervisors or related person in both Thailand and Laos will 

carefully be conduct.  The essential instruments or tools in carrying out these data 

collections, besides depending on captivating details from an intensive interview, another 

good idea is to make use of the voice recorder and digital camera. 
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3.6  Data Analysis 

 

 The collected data from an in-dept interview obtained will be analyzed into a case 

study and the outcome of this analysis will depend on how well the task had been carrying 

out.  Basically, base on the in-depth interview guideline constructed under different 

groupings being labor management, space utilization, material handlings equipment, and 

WMS will be analyzed descriptively within the significant of its findings.  Respectively, the 

assessment of these questions will deliver answers to any boundaries and effects set out in 

the conceptual model and within the research objectives.   These data will then be analyze 

to see the significance differences and for further comparison to other result obtained.   

Significantly, the data obtained from in-depth interviews will highlight the importance of 

these key variables in relation to the performance efficiency for both case studies of 

Thailand and Laos.  It is expected that the results obtained from both countries will convey 

the discrepancies for further research, suggestions and recommendations.  That is, to 

justify these finding of analysis in comparison of both countries bases on the key variables, 

to see which outcomes are similar and which outcomes are different.  Determine to find 

which of these variables show the most significant and recognizable in terms of their 

performance efficiency in the warehouse management.  After obtain the findings analysis of 

these variables with regards to their performance efficiency, the next step is make 
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conclusion of outcome into recommendations, which might be applicable in adapting to the 

warehouse management in Laos.  
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Chapter 4 

Findings and Discussion 

 

 In this qualitative study, the result will be discussed according to the findings from 

the in-depth interviews conducted both in Thailand and Laos as mentioned in the previous 

chapter.  To compare the warehouses in both countries, this study chooses to focus 

specifically on consumer goods and beverage sector, where by the minimum sample sizes 

and population sample are comparable on the ground of reliability and validity.  There are 

all together 5 in-depth interviews conducted in this research, which helps identified and 

represents the broad situations of both countries cases.  By following a systematic 

approach, this chapter will be divided into separate case studies as comprehensive 

sections of analysis findings and discussion, which by dividing the two countries case study 

into separate sections.   

 

 The in-depth interviews first took place in Vientiane, Laos; chosen as the starting 

point bases on timing forecast in completing the tasks.  There were 3 population sample 

group and sizes for the in-depth interview conducted in Laos, which only 2 cases obtained 

counts as the best case state of affairs in terms of reliability and validity factors, where as 

the other one can be use only to support the general situation of the warehouses in Laos at 
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a national level.  From the research gathered, the sample group included: K.P Company 

Limited- a well-known enterprise within export-import and a distribution enterprise that also 

operating warehouses of consumer goods; the second sample group being a warehouse of 

Lao Brewery Company Limited also known as Beer Lao and the last in-depth interview 

conducted in Lao was from the Society Mixtede Transport Company Limited where they 

also deals with warehouse businesses.  After accomplished the interview in Laos, the next 

mission was to follow the same procedure in Thailand.  The following sections will convey 

the in-depth interviews obtained in Thailand; analysis on 2 sample groups which included: 

Unilever Company Limited, an international renowned company which is one of the 

operating branches in Thailand focusing especially on consumer goods, including 

beverages within their business lines of warehousing; the other company chosen for 

Thailand case is Diethelm Company Limited, one of their business segments includes the 

warehousing of consumer goods and beverages. 

 

 As stated in earlier chapter, an interviewed guideline will be use as a tool for this 

qualitative research, which the findings analysis and discussions will be made according to 

the questions in the interview guideline set out.  Therefore, the 2 sections in this chapter 

will follow the proceeding questions of the interview guideline in conveying each section 

into findings to be later discuss and compare. 
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Section One 

 

4.1 Introduction to in-depth interview conduct in Laos 
 

 By referring to the sections of the interview guideline set out, the first part 

questioned about general information about the company, the interviewees’ knowledge and 

their experiences within the warehouse businesses. The second part will be addressing the 

specific framework as to: warehouse labor management, space utilization, material handling 

equipments and warehouse management system (WMS).  

Therefore, to obtain better understanding of each variables related to the whole mechanism 

of performance efficiency in the warehouse management between Thailand and Laos, this 

chapter will be carry out as an individual case studies.  The following in-depth interviews 

analyze as separates case studies on K.P Company Limited; Lao Brewery Company 

Limited; and the Society Mixtede Transport Company Limited.   

 

 The appointment for an in-depth interview from each place took more times than 

expected, as formal request letters were in pending for approval.  The targeted samples for 

this research have taken several long procedures, but because of good personal 

connections their responses were quite cooperative. 
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4.1.1 Case Study 1: K. P Company Limited  

 Company Background 

 K.P Co., Ltd. is a family business established in Vientiane since before the Second 

World War, dealing in transportation and small public construction projects. The firm was 

re-organized in the late 1940’s as a building contractor, and importer of construction 

materials including cement from Thailand. In 1954 K.P Co., Ltd. expanded its business into 

sawmill, hotel, tyre recapping, importation of farm machinery and tractors. The firm also 

conducted a successful experiment project for production of Lao silk.  Since 1975, with the 

establishment of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, K.P Co., Ltd. worked with the 

government in implementing important public project including rice storage silos, bridges 

construction and importation of commodities. 

       K.P Co., Ltd. took advantage of the Lao PDR 1986 Open Door Policy in joining 

foreign partners and investors in establishing the following joint ventures in Laos:  

Joint venture K.P 100% Share 
1. 1992- Lao Toyota Service Co., Ltd. 
2. 1995- Lao Stanley Co., Ltd 
3. 2003- Lao Auto body Co., Ltd. 
4. 2004- K.P -Nessei Co., Ltd. 

(Source: http://www.kplao.com/) 

1. 1992- Lao Toyota Service Co., Ltd. 
2. 1995- Lao Stanley Co., Ltd 
3. 2003- Lao Auto body Co., Ltd. 
4. 2004- K.P -Nessei Co., Ltd. 
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 K.P Company Limited is a trading enterprise operating many business lines with 

some well-known distributors including Bridgestone tyres, Kimberly Park, Petroleum 

Thailand (PTT) and also a consumer goods distributor of Unilever Thailand, Best Food, 

Lotte, Philip Lighting, Gum and Candy as such, listing from personal care, detergents, 

tissues, feminine care, diapers, napkin, Knorr seasonings and much more.  For that reason, 

K.P Co. Ltd pays special importance on the management of warehousing, which 

contributes to vital roles on their daily business operations.  The company is well-known in 

Laos, especially in the capital city-Vientiane, because of their well regarded and long lasting 

recognitions within the private sectors.  Due to their outstanding background and well 

recognize company; it was not difficult then to choose the sample target for this research in 

the case of Laos.   

 

 It has taken less than a week to get an interview appointment with K.P, after waiting 

for their acknowledgement and approval to the request of formal letter and phone 

conversations.  The appointment for an in-depth interview with Mr. Bee Chittharath 

Philaphandeth, Vice-President and Logistic & Project Division lasted for almost two hours 

at the main head office down town, in Vientiane Capital.  The whole interview sessions 

conducted in English and some spoken local (Lao) language used to support minor details, 

which were very helpful in reducing the time of lengthy sessions and offsets mutual 

understanding of the topic discussed into more accurate source. 
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4.1.2 Analysis of Part 1: General Information 

 

 This session of the interview was fairly straight forward, as to asking basic 

questions of the company’s operations and Mr. Chittharath’s personal profile relating to his 

career background and previous work experiences.  According to Mr. Chittharath, K.P 

Company Limited at Km.8 is a private Warehouse on a government’s leasing properties.  

The size of the warehouse that stores consumer goods covers an area of 40 Meters by 60 

Meters, which considered as a medium sized warehouse in Laos, operating to current date 

for almost 7 years.  Mr. Chittharath has been with the company and operates the 

warehouse business for almost as long as the business of over 5 years, which he brought 

with him an insights exposures of his experience overseas as an operation warehouse 

manager in the foreign relations department of the United States Army Air force Exchange 

Service, dealing with Wal-Mart, K-Mart for the military base.  He claimed to have a strong 

background on warehouse operation and has an outward world perspective to advancing 

and pursuing the company’s vision and mission towards a new state-of-the-art.  As today, 
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also acting as a Vice-President of the company, he emphasizes on upgrading the 

warehouse, to develop it into more efficient operation and reaching the standard of a 

modernized world, that is based on space availability and a possible plan that helps save 

cost.  Mr. Chittharath also stated that, one of the company’s plans in the near future is to 

open a new warehouse according to the expansion of more business opportunities and new 

product lines, and expected that the new warehouse shall be an improved version of the 

existing one.  Since, the warehouse operates domestically and intentionally, it is important 

that K.P Company received imported goods from Thailand in good conditions to be 

distributed out within the domestic market.    Most of the consumer goods products 

imported from Thailand across the Thai-Lao Friendship Bridge into Thanalang, the receiving 

dock of imported goods of which regular deliveries take place 2-3 times a week and being 

handle by the workers of K.P Company.  There are all together 170 workers working for the 

company, and within that approximately 20 workers are with the warehouses.   They are 

permanent positions which include: 1 warehouse manager, 2 supervisors, 3 team leaders, 

and 3 bookkeepers, 2 shipping and 9 staffs.  However, when the company faces short 

labor at the point of loading goods from Thanalang, the company would outsource the labor 

from the local right on site.  Such dealings are possible because of abundance of labor at 

low cost are available to offsets any shortages, and this kind of business transactions is 

consider a normal practice in Laos. 
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4.1.3 Analysis of Part 2: Labor Management in warehouse 

  

 As background given on K.P Company Limited mentioned earlier, this part of 

analysis will follow through and focuses on labor management of K.P warehouse, to 

distinguish any performance efficiency, the working environment, and how the business 

operation are being handle.  According to Mr. Chittharath, the warehouse manager work 

closely with him to ensure daily operations run effectively, from the point of reporting all 

importance tasks and any outstanding process still needed to be clear.  By assigning tasks 

and responsibilities expected from the warehouse manager, each key positions of the team 

know their role and carry their daily schedule accordingly.  For example, there are 

merchandizes ready for distributions (occurs 2-3 per week), given the job schedule 

assigned are divided into 2 sessions (morning and evening), the warehouse manager 

ensures that the operation should be accomplished by the end of working day.  By working 

together closely like a family, each key position is able to cooperate and undergo most 

expected tasks and carry out assignments competently.  

  

 Subsequent to that, in able to carry out the work load within the warehouse and 

how all workers can communicates, understands and work together effectively, such 

question raised in the in-depth interview reveal that the company employed workers with an 

average education level graduating from high school and college onwards.   This can be an 
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indication to claim that workers have little difficulties in basic communication and 

understanding their individual task role.  Basically, workers are employed to their job 

positions according to their education level that are well-matched base on their knowledge, 

skill, capabilities and experiences.  For example, most high school graduates work as the 

man-power, the labor staffs under their leaders or supervisors who has a higher education 

level that can manage the warehouse operation on another level.  Therefore, it makes 

sense that tasks, accountabilities and outcomes toward performance efficiency are also 

base on each individual warehouse job roles given expectations.  

  

 In any field of work, profession or industry, how much efforts or outcome gained are 

base on how much input are given, which in this case lead to questioning how much or an 

average man-labor per day would meet full productivity or capacity.  Therefore, base on the 

given size, business operations and capacity of this warehouse, the average man-labor 

working for this company is 8 hours per day, and in which extra hours are added would be 

including the over-time work total up to 10 hours on various days.   There are 2 shifts of 

over-time work, which occurs not so frequently.  It was told that an average of over-time 

work would occurs approximately 10-15 percent of the time, which are base on seasonal 

period like the national festivals, otherwise if unnecessary there would be no over-time at 

all to help bring down operating expenses.  To make a comparison on the trend of over-

time work, question asked were base on last few years figure against this current year, in 
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which the response given implying a decrease in trend due to consistency in team work in 

all levels of what Mr. Chittharath referred to the term as “first and second guard”.   On 

another hand, however it was mentioned that there is an external factors that might require 

an over-time work schedule, because of late deliveries from Nongkhai (Thailand) which 

relates to government system on the time of process in documentation clearance.  As to 

this matter, it is another issue dealing with trade policy that is still undergoing process for 

improvement to facilitate free flow of trades within the region, which will be set aside in this 

research paper. 

 

 Now referring back to the warehouse management, it is understood that the 

warehouse supervisor monitor work or deal directly with related activities closely including 

the distribution of merchandize from the all phases of the process, that is involving the 

issue of invoice, checking outbound stock, arranging delivery time and handle any return 

goods which rarely happened.  In the case that the warehouse supervisor can deal or 

monitor work indirectly is when given task assigned to group team carry out the operation 

on timely and proficiently, so it is a matter of team efforts and reporting back the outcomes.  

Consequently, on the ground of labor management, it is important to lead the question to 

identify what are they key performance indicator in the labor management of this 

warehouse.  On this response, Mr. Chittharath came up with some followings which 

include: limited variance on inventory closing, which means no left over stocks, on time 
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delivery base on the condition of customer’s request and any progress within human 

resource on any improvements of information technology learning by all key staffs. 

 

 The following question in the interview, touches on problems that might occurs in 

the warehouse labor management, in which the request was to refer back to past 

experiences.  Not surprisingly, one of the common problem facing in many business 

operations, especially and commonly within the third-nations country like Laos, considering 

weak in infrastructure and business competitiveness, the problem perceived in general here 

in this question is on-time delivery.  By all within this fraction, Mr. Chittharath implied that 

the problem here dealing with labor management indicated that there were some staff that 

was still lack the understanding and importance of business management.  Another 

problem in labor management within this warehouse that used to occur was the lack of 

equipment handling, which in needs of man-power more and because of cheap labor, it 

was not hard option to choose.  It is not wrong to say that, to depend on too much man-

power to support the operation would be almost at risk and lost of business opportunities, 

because of time demand for faster working pace and more convenient way in improving the 

operation is a must or required to maintain competitiveness and best serve customers on 

time.  Nevertheless, up to present time there are signs of improvement from the past, 

because necessary adjustment needed to keep up with rapidly changing world.   There is 

no doubt, that room for improvements would required necessary measures, in this term 
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refers to are the type of measurement methods used to evaluate labor performance.  On a 

basic ground, the labor management of this warehouse measures the performances on an 

annual basis, where evaluation reports follow through from supervisor to warehouse 

manager, and reported directly to the top management, the director.   

 

 The following Chart 4.1 is the warehouse key performance indicators (WKPIs) in 

labor management matrix, to see how this warehouse is ranked by the superior, in this 

case from the perspective of Mr. Chittharath.   

 

Warehouse Key Performance Indicators 
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Chart 4.1 K.P Company Limited- WKPIs in labor management 
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By looking at the above results, it shows that out of the possible highest score of 25, the 

highest score rates of 17 is on accuracy, following by 14.5 on quality and productivity of 14.  

The overall interpretation for this is that on the view of their superior authority (Mr. 

Chittharath) implies that there is still a need for further improvement especially in terms of 

productivity and upgrading the quality, by paying specially attentions to area of the 

warehouse activities such as receiving and storage that shows sign of most concerns.  On 

the insight to these are some bottleneck and problem links to receiving condition at 

Thanalang station, when at the point of shipping the goods over it faces problem of 

clearances on a timely process, also damage goods during unloading into the company 

truck by careless man-power is another performance indicators to improve in raising 

productivity.  Another problems which can be identify clearly is the warehouse activities for 

the storage of goods, that required proper space utilization but taken into consideration the 

limitation on the area of the warehouse is still an on-going issues to better storage system.  

As to this recent time, the company still uses third party services of having the man-power 

mostly to unload goods, having limited material handling equipment like electric forklift as 

such to help transfer goods into storage location at more convenient pace and to improve 

as well the productivity, accuracy and quality within the warehouse activities.    

 

 After having recognized the labor management within some warehouse operation 

and identified some problems, it is important also to determine what incentive or reward 
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system are in stored for highly performed workers, to help motivate and improve 

performance efficiency.  According to Mr. Chittharath, such incentives and reward are 

based on yearly performances, where tracks of record are kept within the worker’s 

scorecard, which will be determined by individual deserving rewards accordingly.  Such 

reward included raise in salary, possibly twice the rate and a big bonus given to 

outstanding record across team efforts.   

 

 Finally in this last part of warehouse labor management, question on how the 

company allocate its capital spending on training depends on the company’s policy, which 

refers from the Human Resource department recommending such training on almost every 

quarter basis.  On most occasions, training is given to supervisors which included a 

mandatory program within the company, and also other training focuses on raising 

information technologies into perspectives to enhance and upgrade working performances. 

 

 

4.1.4 Analysis of Part 3: Space Utilization in warehouse 

 

 After touching up on labor management earlier, this part of analysis will summarized 

findings based on how space utilization are being manage at the warehouse.  When first 

question asked about how warehouse space is being utilized, the response perceived with 
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the help of referring to given option and chosen choice including: pallet storage system, 

racking system and also by aisle.   Base on past experiences, Mr. Chittharath imply that 

categorizing of space were quite limited and that the goods in store should be place at 

fixed location for a certain period to avoid confusion.  The best design adopted at present 

time at this warehouse is by racking goods into prioritize category like separating items of 

household use and food type into different area, that is cleaning products should be 

allocate away from grouping of food type, to prevent any damage to health and safety 

concern within total control of this warehouse space.  Therefore, it is vital in ensuring that 

all warehouse staff knows where all items are placed within limited area and at fixed 

location.  The warehouse can still work appropriately well to certain level, without using 

modernized technologies, such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) method to 

organize their merchandize goods, because it is too costly and seem unnecessary at this 

current point.  When the storage system faces space or put away problems, it is solved by 

backing up the overflow of goods at that current time to another temporary location for 

storage in order to avoid complication, minimize errors and also managing security control 

within.  Obviously, the problem facing in the warehouse concerning with space utilization is 

the limited space, and because this warehouse is still under the control of government 

properties, any expansion or alteration is not yet authorized.  However, the company is 

looking forward in establishing a new warehouse under their own properties later in the 

near future, base on the expansion of business perspective and opportunities.   At the 
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present time, the management of warehouse space will be according to situation taken 

place or methods that can be best settle; otherwise any configuration to the warehouse can 

be set aside.  However, reasons to do so in rearranging the warehouse space would be of 

uncontrollable of discontinue items or in the case that new items required space that best 

serves on time schedule transactions.  As expected responses from the interview, Mr. 

Chittharath was assure that if there was changes in the layout of the warehouse for greater 

space utilization, it would mean greater storage capacity and warehouse efficiency for 

greater opportunity for long-term investment. 

 

 From put away process to storage, it would required approximately up to 30 man-

power to work on 3 hours shipment of 10,000 to 15,000 boxes, which calculated to be of 

111 to 166 boxes per one man-labor within one hour in the put away process.   In order to 

have sufficient staff to do the job, extra labor services from outside are required.  Mostly, 

people are hired from Thanalang Station, at the point of receiving goods where they 

already being hired during the process of unloading goods into the trucks.    On a regular 

basis, it is the same group of people being hired and it has become a customary outsource 

method within this process.   

 

 When referring to ways that would best manage warehouse space utilization and 

storage to reduce cost; increase productivity and to make an improvement to the 
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warehouse performance efficiency, Mr. Chittharath stress the importance of handling goods 

within that tasks or process within one go.   By having an organized allocation or fixed 

space for different type of merchandized categories, it has certainly help improved the 

working process within the warehouse at a faster pace and because of its timely 

convenient, the warehouse performance claimed to be within constant control.  

 

 

4.1.5 Analysis of Part 4: Material Handling Equipment in warehouse 

 

 This part will highlight findings on the management of material handling equipment 

use in warehouse that would contribute to high-performance result.  Before questioning on 

what type of material handling equipment are use within this warehouse, Mr. Chittharath 

make his presumption that the warehouse is working at its full capacity, reaching almost 90 

percentages up for most of the time.  That means, it can be interpreted that what ever 

material handling equipment are being use in the operation of this warehouse, it is well 

chosen to conveniently meet and help facilitate with heavy work load on demanding 

schedules.  Basically, the warehouse does not operate on mechanized system, so the 

equipment used are the simple and manually handle tools including: hand trucks, pallet 

jack/trucks and racking jack as such.  These mentioned material handling equipments are 

considered to be the most important tools in contributing to enhancing the performance 
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efficiency in this warehouse, which the benefits referred to its application in carrying heavy 

boxes in one go, and conveniently use to prevent any injuries during picking or unloading 

process.  Even though, Mr. Chittharath point out that in the future, the warehouse would 

definitely required a forklift to enhance warehouse performance, but under the condition of 

this warehouse right now it would not be suitable, because of some unleveled or breaking 

grounds.  Possibly more hi-tech and modernized material handling equipments can be use 

in a new warehouse but on a better ground conditions and well designed infrastructure.   

 

 When questioning about how often the company invest in buying a new material 

handling equipments and related software, the implication are based on 2 conditions which 

included the amount of work load, the replacement of any broken equipments such as the 

pallet trucks as such, then on this terms the company would invest as necessary, but 

otherwise it would be on a yearly basis according to the life usage of each equipments.  

However, it is found that the top-10 shopping list, if the company was to purchase a new 

material handling equipment or related software to upgrade performance efficiency would 

included loading rail, electric forklift (for indoor use), electric pallet jack and a new racking 

system and the list would go on based on to more modernize warehouse design. 

Nevertheless, Mr. Chittharath is somewhat certain that the company has the necessary 

equipments right now to fulfill necessary activities within the warehouse to meet adequate 

performance efficiency, base on warehouse infrastructure and its full capacity.   
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 To make comparisons on how well this warehouse position itself in terms of 

performance efficiency, having the material handling equipment in place to operate on daily 

activities from receiving, put away, storage, order picking and shipping, Mr. Chittharath 

asserted on the ground of Lao standards being claimed at an average, but on the 

international arenas would be seen on a lower level.  However, to rate performance 

efficiency as one of general warehouses in Laos, it would base on the business size of the 

company meeting the expectations, fulfilling those necessary needs and not forgetting, that   

there is always room for improvement.   

 

 

4.1.6 Analysis of Part 5: Warehouse Management System (WMS)  

 

 Finally, the findings of Part 5 will focuses on the discussions of warehouse 

management system or WMS adopted to operate within the warehouse, to find whether it 

can be of any improvement to the warehouse performance efficiency.  To provide 

necessary information, to manage and control the flow of goods in a warehouse, from 

receiving through shipping, so it is very crucial these days for all warehouses to have some 

sort of WMS in place.  This warehouse adopted ACCPAC packages system, which mainly 

focuses on managing financial transactions and basic inventory accounts. So in this case, 

alteration or semi-automation was necessary to ensure that all process of business 
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transactions, production control, procurement, and such order acceptance are aligned.   

The company understands that its warehouse needs a WMS that fits well with the 

warehouse operation, but such WMS to meets with the requirement are limited.  Therefore, 

it was necessary to implement such essential functions into a system that serves daily 

operation effectively.   Currently, it is understand that the company uses simple Microsoft 

Access as an internal application together with ACCPAC system mentioned earlier, 

including much benefits in reducing paper work and just a click of a search, by looking up 

the IPC (International Patent classification) code, related information will show all details of 

its history and current status as requested. 

  

 Sine the implementation of ACCPAC adopted in year 1996 to present day, it has 

been tailor made to fit with the internal application of MS Access, which proves to be 

running adequately.  However, the system still faces some problems or disadvantages 

within this program, which deals with incapability of upgrading the mainframe of warehouse 

link to the back office department.  Thereby, means that manual procedure is necessary, 

for example, the need of consolidating the balance of stock at the end of each day has to 

be carefully handled through email transactions.   Without doubt, there is a high risk in 

losing data or it could get damage along the way, which might drag times to obtain 

recovery.  Another problem occurs, in a situation when the company needs to train their 

staff in learning the system, especially in search for those who has strong knowledge on IT 
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or related background in computer programming.  There is still short supply of this kind of 

professions in Laos, which also explained that is why modern technologies in this country 

stills yet to be developed.   

 

 Nevertheless, existing WMS of this warehouse as understand on certain level has 

facilitate the warehouse activities of receiving, putaway, storage, order picking and shipping 

as such on the ground of communication available in the system; whether it is still in 

manual system for data entry, there is still a record readily on hand for check up on all 

inventory accounts.   On overall, Mr. Chittharath’s reaction towards rating the existing WMS 

adopted within his company, expresses some level of satisfaction of which approximately 

80 percent implied to contributes to warehouse performance efficiency.    He also added 

that, the system has its advantages for example in tracking and identify the allocation of 

expired items, but refers to weakness in human errors. 

 

 

4.1.7 Findings from observation studies 

 

 After several days of the in-depth interview with Mr. Chittharath Philaphandeth, he 

kindly permitted the observation studies on appointment with the warehouse manager, Mr. 

Vongvichit Pommasy.  Basically a quick tour was given, and he taken time from work to 
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assist with the observation study, in giving general information about the warehouse, and 

answers some detailed questions.  The advantage of first-hand experience with the 

informant has not only provided better understanding of the issues through observations, 

but it allowed researcher to identify unusual aspects immediately through questionings.   

Also, to check the boundaries of reliability and validity, the warehouse manager show 

similar contexts as previously interviewed with Mr. Chittharath, through his explanations as 

he pointed on different locations and items within the warehouse.  Additionally, he was 

generous to allow photo taken without hesitation, which can be a good source of supporting 

the research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

� Photo taken at K.P Warehouse; Layout pallet 
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� Consumer goods; category of personal care; 
Comfort- toiletry roll 

  

As mentioned earlier by Mr. Chittharath, at the present stage of this warehouse has limited 

space utilization which has the capacity to hold merchandized goods up to 15,000 boxes.  

From observation studies at the warehouse and referring to what has been understood has 

help put these context into perspectives.  The boxes are piled up on the pallets as shown 

in the photos, dividing into different categories and aisles, allowing for rooms to walk into, 

for the checking of stocks.  Some of the material handling equipments observed within the 

warehouse was the basic pallet jacks/trucks, hand track and racking jack, which is exactly 

as informed.  At the time of observation, trucks were unloading merchandized goods, and 

as the warehouse laborer (some from third party services) put away goods into pallet jack 

for storage.  Overall the surrounding of the warehouse is quite well organized, however 

given limited space with full boxes piling up makes the room even smaller.  That is why, 

both Mr. Chittharath and Mr.Vongvichit emphasized on investing in a new storage system, 


� Separate area for washing detergents;  
 Left: warehouse equipment 
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that is an organized racking system that can improve greater storage and reducing waste 

space to good use.   

 

 

4.2 Case Study 2:  Lao Brewery Co., Ltd.  

 

  

 

 

 Company Background 

 

 Lao Brewery was established in Laos in 1971 and began its production in 1973, 

originally known as Brasseries et Glaci è res du Laos (BGL).  The BGL was formed as a 

joint venture between the French investor and some local investors (85%-15% 

shareholding each) with the total investment of US$3.75 million and had maximum 

production capacity of 3 million liters per year of beer (source: http://www.beer-lao.com).  

 

 Following political change in Laos in 1975, the Lao government bought back all the 

overseas shares and since then the BGL has become a state enterprise under the Ministry 

of Industry and Handicrafts called Lao Brewery Co. Ltd. (LBC).  From 1993 the company 
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became a joint venture between the Government, with a 49% share, and Loxley (public) 

Co. Ltd. and Italian Thai (public) Co. Ltd. holding a combined share of 51%, with registered 

capital of US$ 20 Million. With the employees up to 300 people, the company produced 30 

million liters per year.  Moreover, LBC was upgraded recently through the addition of a new 

automatic brewery house and packaging lines to facilitate in the production. 

 

 In the beginning of 2002, the two Thai investors decided to withdraw its share from 

LBC which then gave the Lao Government back total control of the company. 

Subsequently, Carlsberg Asia, a unit of Denmark's Carlsberg Breweries AS (K.CRL), and 

TCC, a Thai company who is Carlsberg's partner in Thailand, each agreed to acquire a 

25% stake in LBC. The remaining shares are still held by the government of Laos. Due to 

being a pro-active market player with control of 99% of the market share, the company has 

a yearly production of 63 million liters and had exceeded over 92 million liters by the end of 

year 2005 (Source: http://www.beer-lao.com). 

 Lao Brewery Company Limited is a well-known enterprise, producing Beer Lao and 

Tiger Head Mineral Drinking water for national distribution, and exporting to various 

countries namely as of 2005: USA, Australia, U.K, Cambodia, France, Japan, New Zealand, 

Vietnam, Moscow and Thailand.  Today, approximately more than 60 percent of Beer Lao 

are distributed in the capital city, Vientiane, and while the remaining are distributed into the 

regional provinces of Laos.  It is seen as the monopoly player within the country’s brewery 
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production.  The Lao Brewery Co., Ltd. plays a very important role in the Lao society, not 

only being the number one most selling beer in the country but, they had took part in many 

social roles in sponsoring the social activities and those amounts of donation have been 

annually increased.  The most important amount are annually granted to the Foundation of 

Education Promotion, Public Health, Sport activities such as Traditional boats racing, 

boxing, football, tennis, badminton and so on within the nation and this region such as SEA 

Games, Asian Games and Olympic Games.  For that reason, Lao Brewery Co., Ltd. stands 

strong in their management and invests a lot to maintain the production and warehousing 

operation of high standard.  Due to their outstanding recognitions and their role in the 

society, it is interesting to see how their warehouse management is being operated to meet 

performance efficiency. It was fairly easy to choose the sample target for this research as 

the second case study for Laos.   

 The interview took place at an office of the Lao Brewery warehouse, a distance of 

20 minutes drive from the city center.    The same procedures were followed, similar to the 

first case study where formal request letter were handed in to the head office and replied 

from the interview appointment were a day after.  This process again went at a fast pace 

and cooperation were given kindly, because of personal connections with the related 

authority.  The appointment for an in-depth interview was with Mr. Bounsouk 

Chanthalounavong, the Product Warehouse Supervisor/Manager at the Lao Brewery head 

office, where greetings and introductions were exchanged.   The purpose of this research 
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was given briefly to Mr. Bousouk, so he has some ideas of how he could be of assistance 

through the interview sessions.  The whole interview sessions were carried out in local 

(Lao) language, which is a better way of communication in getting the message across 

properly. 

 

4.2.1 Analysis of Part 1: General Information 

 

 The interview started of with asking general information on the company and Mr. 

Bounsouk’s profile.  To begin with, it is known that Lao Brewery Co., Ltd (LBC) is a joint-

venture enterprise with Carlsberg Asia, a unit of Denmark 's Carlsberg Breweries as 

(K.CRL), and TCC, a Thai company who is Carlsberg's partner in Thailand , each agreed to 

acquire a 25% stake in LBC. The remaining shares are still held by the government of 

Laos.  There are two warehouses located across the road from each other, which can be 

spotted quite easily as driving past the main road.   According to Mr. Bounsouk, he has 

classify the warehouse as small to medium size if comparing to international standards, but 

it would considered to be a big warehouse from the local point of view.  The warehouses 

operate both the production and distribution of Beer Lao and the Tiger Head Mineral 

drinking water, which has a record of 106,155,529 Liters for the production of Beer Lao, 

and 12,789,034 Liters of the Tiger Head Mineral drinking water as of year 2006 (Refer to 

Appendix).  
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 Mr. Bounsouk has been working for LBC until now already 12 years, which was 

about the time that LBC was still joint-ventured with Loxley and Italian-Thai Company 

holding a combined share, and the present status now with Carlsberg-Thailand.  However, 

Mr. Bounsouk has only been working as Warehouse Supervisor/Manager for 2 years, but 

with plenty of past experiences in warehouse management at a medium level and with a 

strong accounting background prior to his current position.  Since Mr. Bounsouk has been 

with LBC for many years, he has gained plenty of experiences both within the production 

and management workforce.  He is confident to meet the company’s goal and mission by 

planning to make an expansion on the new warehouse, re-establishing the layout and at 

the same time give special attention to maintain excellent health and safety standard.   

 

 Mr. Bounsouk also explained that LBC operates both domestically and 

internationally including approximately 10 countries, mentioned in prior section.  He had 

generalized the company’s mission to maintain strong branding through customer’s 

satisfaction, capturing the whole market nations wide to meet the company’s vision of 

establishing brand loyalty, improve product and expand overseas.  Today, there are 500 

employees in the workforce, within that there are approximately 36 employed for the 

warehouse.   
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4.2.2 Analysis of Part 2: Labor Management in warehouse 

  

 As previously mentioned, there are all together 36 employees both within the LBC 

warehouses, which includes: 1 warehouse manager, 1 supervisor, 2 team leaders, 

approximately 7 warehouse staffs, 10 truck drivers and 16 warehouse man-labor staffs.  

According to Mr. Bounsouk, all management team and workers knows their task and daily 

programs, dealings with team cooperation, and making sure that all jobs are met by the 

end of the day.    Basically, daily forecast and reports are produce to keep track, make 

analysis and follow-up for further action if necessary.  As a warehouse manager, Mr. 

Bounsouk work closely with supervisor and all team leaders to ensure daily operations run 

effectively, that is through direct monitoring and communications at all time.     By working 

together closely like a brotherhood, each key positions are able to collaborate and 

undertake most anticipated tasks and complete their job competently.  

 

 Mr. Bounsouk believed that he has a strong team, mostly graduated are from high 

school to the tertiary level. They are all are capable of learning and applying their 

experiences from working to good use, and most importantly not only applying skill and 

knowledge, but also they are required to be responsible to their job and work together as a 

team.   
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 Within the working schedules of production running full-time 24 hours a day, all 

workers work 8 hours per day, and some over-time shifts required for 4-5 hours extra.  

Usually almost 70 percent of the time during raining seasons that usually last for 3 months, 

over-time work shifts are needed to meet the expected production target within time.  On 

presumption, Mr. Bounsouk recalls from the past that there seems to be an increase in 

trend for over-time hour, comparing to last year figure of about 10-15 percent.  It is 

expected that the trend will gradually increases, especially around festival season’s time of 

year.    

  

 Therefore, to ensure production work and distribution plan hit the target on time, the 

warehouse supervisor needs to monitor both direct and indirect labor activities from the 

point of receiving orders, put away process, storage checking, regular check-up on order 

picking process and follow through the end of shipping process.  According to Mr. 

Bounsouk, he expects the commitment from all his team which means from monitoring and 

interactively supervising the staffs and all workers are already in his work agenda.  On 

regular basis, he would observe the order picking and shipping process, when there are so 

many trucks waiting in line for distribution.  When he was asked, what are the key 

performance indicators (kpi) in the labor management of this warehouse, Mr. Bounsouk 

implies to work duties and individual performance outcome as a team and on an 

individual’s efforts as well.  He provided a sample of the LBC’s worker evaluation form, 
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which keep track on working hours, absentees, work efforts, and behaviors within the 

workplace and respect of company’s policy set out.  These factors are put into formula and 

calculate into scores.  These scores are kept for supervisor/managers later to make 

evaluation on the outcome of individual performances.  Mr. Bounsouk also refers, to 

international standard organization (ISO) benchmark which he considers in enhancing 

performance level up to standard.  Another indication of key performance measure is by 

referring to the trend’s success in sales and the return of goods, given 0.28% is considered 

in good figure.  Now turning to problems that occurred in the past with labor management, 

Mr. Bounsouk commented that normally there is little problem at all in the management of 

human, because at the warehouse the style of management work on the terms of 

brotherhood, and also based on respects, therefore it is within the nature that teamwork 

should overcome the problem.  However, he does imply that communication and 

cooperation between department’s networks can become a problem, because of different 

expectations from different party.     

  

 The following is how the warehouse supervisor/manager rates the key performance 

within LBC’s activities of receiving, put away, storage, order picking and shipping.   From 

study, Chart 4.2 WKPIs in the labor management shows that productivity scored the 

highest with rating of 23 out of possible 25, accuracy rating of 20 and quality rating of 17.  
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Warehouse Key Performance Indicators (WKPIs) 
in Labor Management
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Therefore, conclusion can be made that the labor management in LBC’s warehouse is 

highly productive. 

 

Performance level: 1= very low, 2= low, 3= average, 3.5= higher than average, 4= high, 5= very high 

Chart 4.2 Lao Brewery Company Limited WKPIs in labor management 

 

 After recognizing the labor management within the warehouse operation, identified 

problems occurred and found some ground on performance level within each warehouse 

activities, the following question was asked regarding incentive and reward system.  In Mr. 

Bounsouk response, he refers to an increase in salary and extra bonuses to those with 

outstanding performances.  Somewhat, it can be seen as a way to help individual or teams 
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to be more motivated to their work.  There are trainings provide in different fields of 

information technology, accounting, auditing and equipment handling to upgrade worker’s 

knowledge and skills.  Therefore, LBC would allocate some capital spending for such 

training on regular basis as necessary; and the duration of training could last from 1 week 

to 3 months.   

 

4.2.3 Analysis of Part 3: Space Utilization in warehouse 

 

 Now findings how LBC manage its warehouse space utilization for the storage of 

goods, the question address to the manager was what sought of space utilization design 

adopted.  Mr. Bounsouk, the supervisor/manager pointed out that wood/plastic pallet 

storage and Reslotting system are being used, which are strong and durable.  Basically, 

this system works on by day schedule, by category and relies specially on FIFO method.  

However, rearrangement of the warehouse space would be necessary if the storage system 

becomes a big problem.  The current problem is still about finding the best options, without 

having to constantly rearrange the space all the time.  So, any configuration right now 

would be based on FIFO method, allowing the manager to keep track of daily transaction 

account up to date.  Some of the reason to why rearranging of space is necessary is 

because there are not enough space or area, especially with designs that leaves little area 

for the movement of forklift.  It was mentioned however, if the warehouse layout had 
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change for greater space utilization and for greater storage capacity, it would contributed up 

to 30 to 40 percent improvement efficiency.  With the current situation, the warehouse 

space can hold up to 60,000 cases of brewery daily from put away process to storage.  So, 

Mr. Bounsouk is in favor for the warehouse to use fixed location rather than random 

method, because it is more convenient in the process of put away and order picking, 

especially when stock needs checking and allocating it according to date and category.  

 

 

4.2.4 Analysis of Part 4: Material Handling Equipment in warehouse 

 

 Before questioning on what type of material handling equipment is use within this 

warehouse, Mr. Bounsouk, make his presumptions that the warehouse is working at its full 

capacity, reaching the maximum rate higher than 90 percentages at most time.  Therefore, 

this can be an indication that the material handling equipment used in the LBC’s warehouse 

activities can efficiently provide outstanding tasks, which allowed the production and 

operation of the warehouse process to run smoothly and on time schedule.    

 

 The main type of material handling equipment use at the warehouse include: the 

mechanized forklifts, pallet jacks and computers.  The mechanized forklifts has 

tremendously help prevent workers from danger during the process of warehouse activities 
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from receiving, put away, storage, order picking and shipping.  It certainly speeds up the 

process of warehouse operation from not having to use man-labor.  Not only it can 

conveniently save time and cost, it is very handy for carrying heavy items from location to 

location through out the operation.    Next in asking to how often the company invest in 

buying new material handling equipments and related software, Mr. Bounsouk commented 

that it would depend on the yearly budget and whether it is necessary to buy or get it fixed 

instead, which maybe due to damage or life of equipments as such.  If however, in the 

case of having to purchase new material handling equipment or related software to upgrade 

performance efficiency, Mr. Bounsouk confirmed that the company would required another 

forklift, as it is the main reliable piece of equipment in the warehouse operation.  Also, 

necessary software to help with managing warehouse’s accounts, data storage with multi 

integration to different functions would also be on the shopping list.  On overall, having 

used the material handling equipment like the mechanized forklift within the warehouse 

activities of receiving, putaway, storage, order picking and shipping; the warehouse would 

certainly experience 100 percents performance efficiency because it can reach to full 

capacity, conveniently save time, and prevent damages from occurring.   
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4.2.5 Analysis of Part 5: Warehouse Management System (WMS)  

 

 As mentioned previously, the company uses the best tools of material equipment 

handling to facilitate in the warehouse operations, so it is not surprising for the company to 

adopt a warehouse management system (WMS) of an integrated functions such as the 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system.  Mr. Bounsouk explained that the ERP 

system adopted has taken to 2 years to implement, and for such WMS to perform efficiently 

within the warehouse operation, it required user’s to understand all functions related at 

certain level that can operate necessary task, an IT minded who can generates various 

functions.  Basically, a strong team of experience design programmers, 24/7 help desk, and 

good resource is necessary to back up the system in any circumstances.   The company 

adopted ERP as a WMS, therefore it should provide benefits and offers advantages to the 

company and warehouse in various ways like: automatic checking by scanning, paperless, 

automated location generation, order-picking data and links with sales and demand and 

post-picking, to the transport delivery and invoicing by accounts departments.  It should 

provide accuracy, reduced labor costs and reduce cycle times.   

 

 However, some problems always be there when some functions within WMS or in 

this case the company’s ERP functions is incompatible to some applications, in this case 

these errors would reflects in retrieving data.  Therefore, when asked Mr. Bounsouk about 
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how WMS performance efficiency should be rate that contributed to the warehouse 

process, he admitted that there is still a lot of work to be done and upgrade, so he fairly 

rate it at just under 50 percents.   

 

 

4.2.6 Findings from observation studies 

 

 Consequently after the in-depth interview with Mr. Bounsouk at the warehouse 

office, observation studies were conducted right after.  Firstly, observed from being inside 

the office of the warehouse, which is located at the front entrance, it was easy to notice 

through the glass wall how busy the warehouse operation gets through all the operation 

tasks.  Mr. Bounsouk, with the supervisor and co-worker standing inside the office can see 

the workers order picking cases into the trucks that are waiting in lines, ready for shipping.  

As stepped out from the office, there were mechanized forklift carrying cases of Beer Lao 

and boxes of drinking water out to load into the truck, within a distance away.   

 

 As entering into the warehouse, you already can see that the layout of the 

warehouse is well-organized into the pallet racking system, by aisles of First In-First out 

(FIFO) system, mentioned earlier in the interview.  The pallet racking system by 3 levels 

are pack with cases neatly a long the aisles.  Further more inside of the warehouse, on 
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the opposite side located the 3 tiers of the Lao Brewery production line, where the 

operation flows are later end at a specific point.  The high ceiling of the warehouse does 

give a big impression of the size of the warehouse, and with plenty of lights make it 

easily to see all operation process.  The other end of the warehouse, outsides there is 

plenty of dispatching area for trucks to wait and unload empty cases back to the 

production line.  Now, walking back to the front of the warehouse (close to the office), 

there has been an extension of a very long and tall shade built up to facilitates with the 

distribution process, where these area can be use as multi-purpose including: temporary 

putaway storage for order picking through shipping.  Buyers can also drive in to wait for 

their request order, ready for pick-up on that day. 
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o Production tier o Production conveyor belt 

o Production process o Dispatching area 

o Loading into truck for local distribution o Built-in shade for extra sorting area 
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4.3 Interview with the Society Mixtede Transport Company Limited 

 

 The society Mixtede Transport Company Limited, the managing director is Mr. 

Prachit Sayavong was introduced and refers to regarding questions on topics of logistics 

and warehousing businesses in Laos.  The interview here did not carry out the same way 

as the 2 case study findings previously, because here they operate and deal in different 

business role.  However, it was informed that there might be some findings and 

knowledge from the interview with Mr. Prachit Sayavong, because not only he would be 

able to share his view and experiences within this line of business industry, but likewise 

he can direct more potential sources for further research.    In fact the purpose of coming 

here is to request for any record of statistical data on warehouses in Laos, and in search 

for Warehouse Company’s list.  However, prior to the interview with Mr. Prachit, the 

officer in this company was kind enough to answers some questions and explained that 

collecting data on warehouses in Laos is still an unknown subject to explore, because 

there is still no organization undergo data collection on warehouse businesses in Laos.  

He can only recall less than 10 places, which are the main warehouses of government’s 

control and usually it is there to facilitate the national economics agendas including food 

aids, rice, agriculture products and construction goods as such.  Clearly, these places 

mentioned are not the targeted population samples for this research.   
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 Mr. Prachit Sayavong is an expert of transportation and logistics, but also has 

plenty of experience in the import-export sectors, which also deal with warehouse 

businesses.  He explained that logistics and supply chain related topic is still pretty young 

in Laos, and based on the economic infrastructure being weak; it will not be too easy to 

quickly compete with other developing nations within current time.  Also, there are not 

much secondary sources on warehouse in Laos, because again no data collection center 

or such organizations keeps record of that.  So, instead Mr. Prachit shares his view on 

the warehouse matters in Laos, by addressing the government policy towards 

establishing a warehouse and the control of tax department being of concerns.  He 

handed to me a photocopy of legislation of government’s regulation, section on 

warehouse and warehouse regimes (attached in the Appendix E).   

 

 Mr. Prachit added in his comments that, the warehouses in Laos are usually small 

and still primitive.  Most companies dealing with import-export businesses would assume 

to have a warehouse, and only 18 companies are currently registered as member of his 

association.  He would like to encourage for more members to join with the association, 

and gradually one day there will be a bigger voice for others to notice.  In the meanwhile, 

he suggested taking a trip to the Thanalang warehouse station, to gain some general 

idea of the warehouse operations there dealing with import-export goods.  However, due 

to the time required for an interview appointment and waiting for reply of acceptance, 
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time would have already run out.  Nevertheless, it was an interesting visits and interview 

discussion with Mr. Prachit, at least it would proves that by undergoing this research, it 

would be a good starting point of secondary source of data for other researchers who 

shares similar interest in choosing this topic.  

 

 It was discovered later, Mr. Prachit gave an interview article in year 2005-vol.4 of 

the Update-Business & Entertainment Magazine, a local Lao magazine on p.10-11 

publishes a topic about “The way to reduce transportation costs”.  In this article, Mr. 

Prachit also mentioned a little bit about “how can warehouses help reduced cost?” and 

“Why it takes two million dollars to build a warehouse” which links to the question of “How 

can Lao companies get funds to build the warehouses and buy trucks?”  (Refer to 

appendix G).  Basically, the article addresses the issues of how government can help the 

local companies with warehouse related problems that are in needs for special attentions.  

Mr. Prachit said in the article that having a warehouse enables you to  arrange the goods 

systematically, able to stock and arrange goods for Thai trucks to ensure that they would 

not return empty, once they had made the deliveries to Laos.  As occurs that once Thai 

truck comes to Laos it needs to charge for two-way trip even though it carries nothing 

back.  Therefore, it is important to have a well establish warehouse in place with the 

government supports to help reduce costs and facilitates trades within the region.   
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4.4  Summary findings of Warehouses Management in Laos 

 

 According to previous findings from the 2 warehouses of consumer goods and 

beverages case study in Laos, including an additional interview with Mr. Prachit Sayavong 

has brought about some conclusions listed as follows: 

 

• The interview conducted in both cases has been very cooperative and work 

best under personal relations/connections.  

• K.P Co., Ltd and LBC Ltd, both are very well-known and most highly 

recognized enterprises in Laos, which can considered to be a good 

combination for selection on relative terms of population samples.  

• The labor management in warehouse is not at all aggressive, where the 

preferred styles of management are based on family and brotherhood. 

• The overtime hour rate for the two case studies are relatively different, 

where K.P would required only up to 15% and while LBC would required up 

to 70% especially in the raining seasons. Also, in contrast comparing to last 

years figure overtime hours rate decrease for K.P, but increases of LBC by 

roughly up to 15%. 
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• The problem occurs in the warehouse labor management for both some 

included: the lack of understanding of management, communication and 

cooperation between networks.    

• The warehouse key performance indicators (WKPIs) in labor management 

that seems to show better performed is LBC with rating scores fairly high, 

but just relatively average for K.P. 

• It shows that both companies would allocate its capital spending for training 

mostly on information technology, the assumption is that Lao has little 

accessibility to such exposures and considered still quite behind in modern 

technologies. 

• In terms of space utilization in the warehouse, LBC would consider 

rearrange the warehouse space when storage system or putaway activities 

become a problem, while K.P prefers to choose the alternatives by finding a 

temporarily overflow warehouse to sustain full capacity.   

• Both companies shows similar results to the benefit of applying a fixed 

location system, where it can minimize uncertainty, it would help save time 

because goods can be putaway easily and order picking at convenient.  

Additionally, for better security and safety issues. 

• Both companies also agree that their warehouse operations are working at 

highest capacity, which is nearly reaching 100%. 
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• As to WMS, both companies adopt a system that they considered to fit well 

with their warehousing process and at the same time, they both shares 

similar problems which involve incompatibility in some functions, when data 

entry won’t link to the mainframe.  However, the problem might be larger 

than the others; where as K.P still finds their WMS to be performing at 

efficiency and while LBC struggle with their sophisticated systems. 

• It can be conclude that WMS use in K.P are less sophisticates than in LBC 

where ERP system had been adopted, but still these applications are still 

considered yet advance.   
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Section Two 

 

4.5 Introduction to in-depth interview conduct in Thailand 
 

 Following the same procedure as revealed earlier, as the interview guideline set 

out, the first part questioned about general information about the company, the 

interviewees’ knowledge and their experiences within the warehouse businesses. The 

second part will be addressing the specific framework as to: warehouse labor 

management, space utilization, material handling equipments and warehouse management 

system (WMS).  

 

 The sample population was selected based on the accessibility through personal 

association of network within the logistics and supply chain industry.  The procedure of 

formal request letter was sent, email and phone calls were interactively exchange for the 

arrangement for the in-depth interview.  There are two sample populations selected, one 

is the well-known production of 400 brands including some favorites like Knorr, Lipton, 

Omo and many more, known as Unilever Thai Trading Co., Ltd. under the Unilever 

group.  The second sample population is also a well-known enterprise dealing with 

consumer goods, healthcare, specialty raw materials and Technology under: Diethelm 

(DKSH) group. 
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 The appointment for an in-depth interview from each place took more times than 

expected, as formal request letters were in pending for approval and especially around 

festival season time of the years causes further delays.  However, the interview with 

Unilever warehouse manager was successfully conducted at the main head office 

downtown and the interview with Diethelm was done by phone and email interactions.   

Due to busy schedule at DKSH, the warehouse manager was not able to meet, but other 

method was chosen with kind cooperation.  

 

 

4.5.1 Case Study1: Unilever  

  

 Company Background 

 Unilever is a corporation with 400 brands spanning 14 categories of home, personal 

care and foods products, and the brand portfolio has made them the leaders in every field. 

It ranges from much-loved world favourites including Lipton, Knorr, Dove and Omo, to 

trusted local brands such as Blue Band and Suave. Today Unilever employs 179 000 

people in 100 countries worldwide, and supports the jobs of many thousands of distributors, 

contractors and suppliers.  Unilever's mission is to add vitality to life. To meet everyday 

needs for nutrition, hygiene, and personal care with brands that help people feel good, look 
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good and get more out of life.  Unilever manages a number of partnerships globally 

including: Tesco, Carrefour, Ahold and Wal-Mart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: www.unilever.com 
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4.5.2 Analysis of Part 1: General Information 

 

 The interview started of with asking general information on the company and Mr. 

Chusak Jiravanichanun’s profile.  Beginning with questions about the re-known company, 

Unilever Thailand Trading Co., Ltd under Unilever group, a private (Thai) enterprise, Mr. 

Chusak introduced himself as the warehouse manager of consumer goods, who is in 

charge of the Wall-ice-cream and toppings segment.  The warehouse size is approximately 

4000 SqM, and the total of 3 warehouses also included 2 overflows for stocking keepings.  

The Wall-ice-cream has been operating for almost 20 years, while Mr. Chusak has been 

working there for almost 2 years.  However, Mr. Chusak outstanding background and past 

experience has brought him at Unilever as the warehouse manager, responsible for Wall 

ice-cream division.  He graduated with bachelor in Civil Engineering, Master in 

Transportation & Infrastructure Engineering, and has put his education to good use by 

working for the related field of business.   He briefly summarized the company’s goal, 

mission and vision as: to be the best suppliers, deliver customer excellence service level.  

While the company operates both local and internationally, he assures that the company 

will continue to expand rapidly into the future.    
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4.5.3 Analysis of Part 2: Labor Management in warehouse 

  

 There are all together approximately 80 staffs within the warehouse operations, 

working on 3 shifts per day, 6 days per week.  Mr. Chusak explained that activities are 

assigned by schedule with different functions, where the shift leader, loader and stock-

check is necessary for daily operations.  With an education level of a man-labor working in 

the warehouse from college up, shows that the staffs there are capable of working within 

the international standards, and they are expected to be motivated in working 8 hours a 

day per shift.  He recalled the fixed overtime hour of 5 percents; with a maximum total 

average no more that 15 percents.  However, comparing to last years figures of overtime 

hour rate the trend shows sign of decrease, but there is an increase in overall man-hours 

instead, reasons derived from businesses continue to grow.   As a warehouse manager, he 

agreed to direct monitoring and that is at the end of each shift, reports and feedback is 

expected before the end of working days.  Mr. Chusak also pointed out some of the key 

performance indicator in the labor management would included: safety matter with expected 

results of negative accident, the outcome of productivity per labor and per hours and lastly, 

a team within the supply chain run the analysis of these labor performance to check for any 

efficiency.  There are some of the problems occur in the warehouse labor management that 

falls within common reasons of communication problem being unclear, and so he advised 

that it is more efficient to communicate in B&W as well, because at least document can be 
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Warehouse Key Performance Indicators (WKPIs) 
in Labor Management
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referred later if problems occurred.  He also refers to the company’s policy, work ethic and 

regulation as one type of measurement to evaluate labor performance in the warehouse.   

  

 The following is how the warehouse manager at Unilever- Wall Ice-Cream rates the 

key performance within the production activities of receiving, put away, storage, order 

picking and shipping.   From Chart 4.5 WKPIs of the labor management shows that 

productivity, accuracy and quality received at highest scored of 25, 25 and 24 respectively, 

which can surely indicate that Unilever is very confident in their labor management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance level: 1= very low, 2= low, 3= average, 3.5= higher than average, 4= high, 5= very high 

Chart 4.5 Unilever- WKPIs in labor management 
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• Unilever Warehouse layout. (Source: www.unilever.com) 

 

 On ground that performance level increase, a percentage of salary would increased 

also and/or extra bonuses will be given for those workers who performed well within their 

work producing an outstanding record.  For improvement in the labor management, the 

company would allocate the capital spending on training selected staffs, and for supervisors 

regarding operation issue, communication, coaching and supervising.   

 

 

4.5.4 Analysis of Part 3: Space Utilization in warehouse 

 

 The space utilization for storage within Unilever’s warehouse uses complex options 

from pallet storage system, reslotting system, aisle system, racking system, and right 

through driving in system with the length of 5 levels high and 5 levels deep.  Also, there is 

another separate location for dispatching of 2 levels high in length.  However, when the 

storage system or put away activities become a problem, the warehouse will re-arrange into 
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stacking system, which usually occurs in the peak period.  The problem to these might be 

of the growing capacity, meaning when reaching full capacity, another over-flow location is 

needed to facilitate the shortage, so a third party service might be an option.  When asked 

Mr. Chusak how often does the Warehouse space needs configuration, he replied that it 

does not happen so often, but maybe once a year depending on how much the warehouse 

utilization reaches its full capacity, then configuration would be needed.  Another reason is 

to maintain safety standard and still raise performance efficiency.  He also emphasizes on 

that, it is preferred method for a warehouse to be at fixed location rather than random one, 

because it proves to be more accurate and efficient most of the time.  It is clear to see that, 

when the space utilization and storage reaches its full capacity, it would make and 

improvement to the warehouse performance efficiency, also reduce costs and productivity.  

It is important for the manager to be able to control and reduce stock cover days and 

increase delivery frequency as well to achieve the warehouse performance efficiency.   

  

 

4.5.5 Analysis of Part 4: Material Handling Equipment in warehouse 

 

 When asking Mr. Chusak how to rate Unilever’s warehouse operation working 

capacity, he was confidence to give it as full as 100%, because all performance 

measurement has already been justify.  The popular type of material handling equipments 
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and contributed to being the most in enhancing performance efficiency, used in Unilever 

warehouse included: reach truck, forklift, power pallet and hand pallet.   Mr. Chusuk also 

explained that by having the necessary material handling equipment, it would really be of 

benefit as to time efficient, safety wise and capacity efficient.  However, he suggested that 

instead of investing in buying a new material handling equipments and related software, the 

company tends to choose rental option on a long-term contract with a proper guarantee 

service and maintenance services.   

 

 When talk about purchase new material handling equipment or related software to 

upgrade performance efficiency, some of the top-10 shopping list would include previous 

mentioned items like the reach truck, forklift, power pallet, and hand pallet for such basic 

needs.  Another item in the list would be a shrink wrap film machine use to seal and 

protect goods, at the same time increase the quality of the end product.  After using 

material handling equipments within the warehouse activities from receiving, putaway, 

storage, order picking and shipping, Mr. Chusak would rate the performance efficiency as 

high as 95 percent at full capacity.   
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4.5.6 Analysis of Part 5: Warehouse Management System (WMS)  

 

 A warehouse management system (WMS) can cover all handling operations in the 

warehouse, so when asking Mr. Chusak if the warehouse adopt WMS, he answered that it 

is necessary to have a WMS to help in receiving stock with receipt documentation and put 

away labels, generating pick lists, retrieving stock for pick faces, replenishing pick faces, 

etc.  it provide enormous benefits, such as improved stock control, traceability, improved 

productivity levels, and better management reporting.  Today, the warehouse adopted a 

standardize WMS called BEPIC system that exchange data with other supply chain system, 

including enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.  ERP systems fit with the 

warehouse, via the order-picking data and links with sales and demand and post-picking, to 

the transport delivery and invoicing by account departments.  Mr. Chusak belief that the 

current WMS fits quite well with the warehousing process, however there still more room to 

improve to serve the complexity in the operation.   

 

 A WMS can also be used with automated data collection to give warehouse 

operators higher accuracy, reduced labor costs and reduced cycle times.  It can reduce 

errors due to track/trace systems and less human intervention because of its integrated 

process providing various function options.  At the Unilever warehouse, Mr. Chusak 

informed that the system BEPIC adopted has been in use for almost 15 years, but have 
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plan to transfer to SAP by year 2008.   Because there are some existing problems which 

considered a disadvantages of WMS, involving the unit of measurement being a default 

programming that does not fit specific needs, but only serve fundamental functions. The 

system stills need to meet more complexity of the warehouse process.   However, Mr. 

Chusak still agreed that WMS facilitates the warehouse activities in terms of accuracy in 

timing and productivity efficient.  He would rate the WMS performance efficiency 

contribution to the warehouse process up to 90 percents.   

 

4.5.7 Findings from observation studies 

 

 Mr. Chusuk was kind to allow for the observation studies at Unilever warehouse 

locate at Ladkabang Industrial Estate, and the appointment was set on a specific date. The 

observation study of this research was conducted on an appointment with Mr. Chusak, the 

warehouse manager of Wall Ice-cream at Unilever.  Before entering the warehouse cool 

room, we need to wear jacket, gloves and boots given by the host to keep our body warm, 

because the temperature reaches the maximum of -25 Celsius.  After wearing appropriate 

gears, Mr. Chusak lead the way into the warehouse, which the first thing notices was how 

cool the temperature was for storage of Wall Ice-cream.  The first warehouse entered, you 

could see the layout well organized into aisle, pallet racking system, which is stored up to 

maximum of 5 level of racking height.  Within each aisle, there is categorized identification 
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number attached to the rack that is to help with tracking location and storage of goods 

conveniently.  The production part of the warehouse were not convenient at the time to 

make an observation, however the product can be seen as it passes through the convey 

belt into the other store room for packing into boxes.  After packing all the required ice-

cream into boxes, it is then pile up into each pallet where it can hold up to 200 boxes. 

Before putaway to storage, the goods on pallet are to be wrapped up with plastic film to 

help maintain the boxes stable in a cubic shape and ready for putaway into the rack.  The 

temperature in each room varies from -20 Celsius to -25 degree Celsius, because some 

creamy ice-cream required higher temperature.  Another chill room within the warehouse 

stores toppings and area for stationing material handling equipment (MHE) like the power 

pallet and also some spare pull-in lots. The temperature here are set at 5 degree Celsius 

where 4 reach trucks, 3 power pallets, hand pallet and combitaner (handling equipments for 

transferring customer’s order) are placed within one area.  The drive-in racking system is a 

very convenient way of storage, allowing each worker to work efficiently within each 

individual shift of 30 minutes each. Because each workers are allow only up to 30 minutes 

within the cool room of the warehouse, the workers will work at fast pace within each task 

time limits and switch  with other workers on their work shifts.   The third area of the 

observation studies is the dispatching location, where 5 doors of dispatching units are line 

up for cool container truck to pull up and ready for loading goods.   
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 Overall, the layout of the warehouse at Unilever is impressively well organize, 

efficient material handling equipments, well designed racking system and high maintenance 

standards. It is understand that the mechanized reach truck and the powered pallet 

machines help tremendously within the warehouse activities in a timely manner of putaway, 

storage, order picking and shipping.  It pays a very big contribution to enhancing the 

warehouse management performance efficiency. 

 

 

4.6 Case Study1: Diethelm Limited 

 

 

  

 

Company Background 

 

 DKSH in Thailand established in 1906 and employs 10,000 specialized staff and is 

able to provide professional services to medium-sized companies and multinationals in the 

area of sourcing, marketing, sales and distribution.  The company’s business pillars include: 

consumer goods, healthcare, specialty raw materials, technology. 
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Diethelm Consumer Goods Business Unit, distribute a wide range of consumer products in 

many product categories, namely: confectionery, packaged foods, drink & beverage, Wine 

& spirit, toiletry, household & personal care and durables. 

 

 The Business Unit Consumer Goods provides one-stop shopping from marketing 

and sales to warehousing and distribution services, all customized to manufacturers' 

specific needs.  The Business Unit has earned an advantageous reputation for its ability to 

create markets, build brands and increase brand equity. It is renowned for delivering 

complex supply chain management solutions and its in-depth knowledge of consumer 

products and local market needs. 

 

 

4.6.1 Analysis of Part 1: General Information 

 

 The in-depth interview was conducted through several phone calls and emails 

exchange, because the warehouse manager at Diethelm was not available for direct in-

depth interview at this current period.  However, the most convenient alternative method at 

the time of this research is by mentioned communication of phone calls and emails 

exchange.  Ms. Supphaporn Phuaphanprasong work as a customer service manager of 

consumer goods- food/special product division of DKSH Market Intelligence under Diethelm 
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Limited, kindly acted as the key person of networking between warehouse manager with 

the researcher because of tight schedule and inconvenient timing for direct contact to take 

place.    In the end, Ms. Supphaporn was the key person for the in-depth interview, acting 

on behalf for the warehouse manager who was excuse from this request, due to real busy 

operation schedule.   

 
  

 Diethelm Company Limited or DKSH Thailand has a private warehouse, operating 

wide range of consumer products in many product categories, namely: confectionery, 

packaged foods, drink & beverage, Wine & spirit, toiletry, household & personal care and 

durables previously mentioned.  The size of the warehouse has a total capacity of 49,000 

Square meters and has been operating domestically since 1996, with existing numbers of 

worker of 250 people at the warehouse and logistic facilities. The warehouses and logistics 

facilities offer full and complete warehousing facilities including state-of-the-art warehouses 

for ambient, temperature controlled, chilled, and frozen products, inventory control system, 

transportation, on-time deliveries, sorting and re-packaging. Furthermore, the warehouse 

Supphaporn Phuaphanprasong 
 
DKSH - Market Intelligence 
Customer Service manager 
Consumer Goods - Food/Special Product Division 
 
Diethelm Limited 
Tel : 66-3522-1640-5 Ext 201 
Mobile : 66-1570-2324 
E-mail : supphaporn.p@dksh.com 
www.dksh.com 
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applies latest technology in order to ensure an effective and up-to-date information flow 

with our business partners. 

 

4.6.2 Analysis of Part 2: Labor Management in Warehouse 

 

 The immense sizes of the warehouse required a comparative size of labor force 

and for the operation to work effectively, the warehouse manager assigned activities to the 

key team players to perform various processes in receiving, cycle count, put away, 

checking, outbound, and dispatch.  With an average education level from high school (M.3) 

would need to be able to work on 2 shifts, which are 12 hours each shift, 24 hours a day.   

DKSH’s warehouse manager informed that information can not be shared to public on the 

findings of an overtime rate, because it considers being confidential.   However, when 

asked to compare about overtime rate from last year with today’s trend, the manager can 

say that it is continually decreased because it is an indication that supply exceeded 

demand, and other factors of economics down turn and political instability.  
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 Regarding method of how warehouse supervisor monitors direct or indirect labor 

activities is by regular check up and regular informer report to study their performances, 

whether using the key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure stock accuracy as per 

each department (bearing in mind that the indicator of each department is different upon 

difficulty).  It was told that some problems occur in this warehouse labor management in 

the past was handled through motivation method, for example in the case of work 

attendance, if the attendant has been working hard without any days off in 3 months or 

without any lateness or leave days.  Rewards to motivators will be given accordingly, and in 

the meanwhile the warehouse manager would allocate its capital spending for trainings 

which might occur once a month, or depending on any chance that might occur 

immediately (depending on yearly training matrix basis).  

 

 

4.6.3 Analysis of Part 3: Space Utilization in Warehouse 

  

 It is necessary to know how the warehouse space utilization is being managed and 

in this case the warehouse here uses pallet storage system, racking system and aisle 

system.   The warehouse space would be rearranged when the storage system or putaway 

activity become a problem.  To make configuration to the warehouse space which 

happened rarely, the reason for it would be of the new product increasing and more SKUs 
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serving.  Nevertheless, the warehouse would rather set on fixed location in stead of random 

method.   For the warehouse space utilization, and storage to reduce cost; increase 

productivity and to make an improvement to the warehouse performance efficiency, the 

warehouse manager at DKSH suggested that it is important to control the stock covered 

days of each principals, the capacity of inbound and put away activities compared with 

number of manpower and period of receiving team, and the dispatch routing to each 

regions and customer types.   

 

 

4.6.4 Analysis of Part 4: Material Handling Equipment in Warehouse 

 

 Under section of material handling equipment, when asked the warehouse manager 

the rate of operation working capacity, he was certain to score it as higher than 80 

percents, while the type of material handling equipments uses in the warehouse included 

the hand lift, reach truck and Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) truck will be purchase depending on 

equipment lifetime and efficiency.  So when discussing about the potential top-10 shopping 

list if to purchase new material handing equipment or related software to upgrade 

performance efficiency, no answer were given because it is regarded as confidential 

information to public.  However, one item mentioned about having planned to purchase is 

the new battery for VNA truck because the lifetime condition of it is nearly due.  After using 
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material handling equipments within the warehouse activities from receiving, put away, 

storage, order picking and shipping, the warehouse manager agreed that the rate of 

performance efficiency would increase to a specific level because of its benefits in 

facilitating the warehouse operations.   

 

 

4.6.5 Analysis of Part 5: Warehouse Management System 

 

 At DKSH adopted a standardized warehouse management system, which claimed 

to fits well with the warehousing process, sees the benefits of being able to control shelf life 

as per classification of products within food categories, and as per specific location.  The 

warehouse manager emphasizes on the main function of WMS including receiving, 

putaway, replenishment, picking, shipping, slotting, counting, and work measurement.  The 

WMS is expected to provide integrated solutions to achieve a fully functional system, 

achieving world-class warehousing.  When referring to some of the problems or 

disadvantages of WMS that DKSM come across which has some effect on the warehousing 

performance efficiency it would be related to the incompatibility of some functional 

standardize WMS, being the most common reasons by several companies previously 

interviewed.  However, when asking the manager to rate WMS performance efficiency 
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contribution to the warehouse process, it was rated as being higher than 90 percents nearly 

reaching full capacity.   

 

 

4.6.6 Observation Studies 

 

There were no feed back from the observation studies request.  Due to the manager busy 

schedule and the researcher’s time’s limits run out and thereby the observation studies was 

not successful here. 

 

4.7 Summary finding of Warehouses Management in Thailand 

 

 In the earlier findings for the 2 warehouses of consumer goods and beverages case 

study in Thailand, the conclusions are as the followings: 

 

• Both Unilever and Diethelm (DKSH) Limited, both have a big size warehouse 

which dealing with consumer goods product that are internationally well-

known.   

• Diethelm operates as a logistic and warehouse a service that has more 

employees than Unilever, but while in this case selecting warehouse for Wall-
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Ice cream as one business sections of consumer goods categories of Unilever 

Corporation.  Therefore, the comparisons in sizes are base on their business 

model and its business nature. 

• Both case study shows that overtime rates comparing to previous years, the 

trends shows sign of decreases, because it is understand that both case 

study are capable of managing their labor at an exceptional performances and 

might be related to the economics starting to slow down at present period.   

• Both Unilever and Diethelm pays special attention to monitoring the labor 

activities within the warehouses, as regular check up and reports are parts of 

everyday tasks.   

• Not only that, their performance indicators are link to team work, stock 

accuracy, safety standard/procedure and the productivity of labor per hour as 

such. 

• The problems shared for both case in labor management included unclear 

communication and work attendance, which require the help of rewards and 

incentive program to boost up performances. 

• The Unilever warehouse manager were confidence to rate the warehouse key 

performance indicators (WKPIs) in the labor management at almost the 

highest scores, showing all a very high performance outcome in the various 
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activities within the performance indicators of productivity, accuracy and 

quality; while Diethelm does not give any ratings due to confidential reasons.  

• The 2 case study both have similar reward and incentives for their 

outstanding workers which include: a raise in salary and extra bonuses and 

also their capital spending for training are provided to selective staffs and 

supervisors in the subject of operation issues, communication, and 

supervising as such.   

• The management of space utilization in the warehouses, both uses similar 

storage designs including pallet storage, racking, and aisle system.  Because 

of well design space utilization and the organization of storage, little 

configuration or rearrangement of the warehouses space were not necessary.  

It is in common advantages and reasons to have a well design layout of a 

warehouse at a fixed location, simply because it is more efficient and accurate 

in a timely process functions.   

• Both Diethelm and Unilever believed that their warehouses are operating at 

highest capacity of 80 percents to nearly a full 100 percents, because they 

adopted advance material handling equipments such as reach truck, forklift/ 

hand-lift, power pallets, hand pallets and very narrow aisle (VNA) system 

likewise to help speed up the warehouse operations, save costs and 

maintaining high standard of health and hazardous practice within control. 
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• Both company warehouses adopted a well advance WMS like the ERP 

systems to help integrate all business process and operations in running 

smoothly.  However, there are some similar problems that the standardize 

programming sometimes in some application functions does not match or 

considered incompatible.   

• Because of WMS providing so many benefits in the operation of warehouse 

activities, it is considered to be efficient in productivity and accuracy in time.  

So, both warehouse managers rate the performance efficiency of WMS 

contributed to the warehouse processes at nearly 90 percent. 

 

4.8 Warehouse Management Performances of Thailand and  Laos 

Table 4. Warehouse Management Criteria 

Criteria of Comparative Outcomes 

Warehouse 
Management  criteria 

   
Thailand 

 
Laos 

 
Labor Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- Work based on company’s policy, 

work shifts hours and well 
systematic tasks distributed to each 
team.   

-  Overtime work rate are pretty low 
due to adequate capacity utilized 
effectively, with the accessibility of 
modernized technology in the 

 
- The style of labor management are 

not as aggressive, with an optional 
outsource when there are not 
sufficient labor force to do the job.  

- With working ethics on ‘family’ and 
‘brotherhood’ management, 
sometime tasks are overlooking and 
because of cheap labor, it is 
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Labor Management 

warehouse equipments pushing the 
warehouse performance 
competitively in time with the 
demand of the market. 

- Minor problems included 
communication and work 
attendance, which require reward 
and incentive program to help 
enhance work performances. 

consider insignificant to have a huge 
effects on the labor management. 

- Overtime work rate are higher 
comparing to Thailand, because of 
insufficient capacity to meet 
deadlines. 

- Understanding management, 
communication and cooperation 
between group teams stills remain a 
problem within labor management. 

 
Space Utilization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- Well design layout by aisle, pallet, 

racking system and arrange by 
category providing ease in tracking 
goods and save time processes. 

-  Rearrangement or configurations of 
the warehouse space are barely 
required, because sufficient spaces 
are well plan and convenient 
workflows within the warehouse 
operation. Therefore, it is store on 
fixed location. 

- The space utilization is supported by 
the advance system and 
mechanized storage designs making 
it an ease for the labor productivity 
and enhancing the warehouse 
management performance efficiency. 

 
- It is understood that space utilization 

here are still in need of attentions, 
because of limited space available 
for overflows of goods.  Therefore, 
they still rely on temporary overflow 
space to sustain full capacity. 

- There is still in need for proper 
racking system that is more 
convenient and meets safety 
standards. 

- Even though both company 
preferred fixed location for managing 
the space utilization, but still they 
faces the need for configuration or 
rearrangement as they have not yet 
found an adequate system that can 
enhance the performance to meet 
efficiency. 

 
Material Equipment 
Handlings (MHEs) 
 
 

 
- Both companies can operate to its 

full capacity, because they adopted 
proper advanced MHE like the 
mechanized reach trucks, forklifts, 

 
- MHEs within the warehouses in 

Laos are not yet technological 
advanced and normally adopted 
manual MHEs. 
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Material Equipment 
Handlings (MHEs) 
 

power pallets and Very Narrow Aisle 
(VNA) system as such. 

- Adopted MHEs helps boost 
warehousing activities to highest 
performance efficiency, in terms of 
saving time, conveniently use in all 
area of the warehouse and prevent 
hazardous accidents from occurring. 

- Some layout and infrastructure of 
the warehouse are still not ready for 
such high technology MHEs. 

- However, both companies claimed 
to be operating to its full capacity 
given the existing MHEs available in 
the warehouse at some level helps 
facilitates with many warehouse 
activities. 

 
Warehouse 
Management System 
(WMS) 
 
 
 

 
- WMS adopted are well standardized 

system of an integrated applications 
like the Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) system 

-  Some problems include the 
technical applications of WMS not 
compatible with certain functions 
required within the warehouse 
operations.  Therefore, there is still a 
need for tailor automations or 
upgrading the applications to meet 
performance efficiency. 

 
- Even though both companies 

claimed to have a WMS that fits well 
with their warehousing process, that 
are not sophisticated, they still 
shares similar problems within their  
WMS, due to incompatibility of its 
functions. 

- Other problems are related to the 
skills and knowledge of information 
technology within the staffs.  Some 
disadvantages include multi process, 
double workload, paper waste and 
unreliable information accuracy. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

 

 This chapter will conclude the findings of this research on the warehouse 

performance efficiency between Thailand and Laos to uncover the main variables or 

factors within the warehouse management frame work which shows any significant and 

what can be improve.   To see what suggestions and recommendations can be address 

for further research, and how some questions set out can be answers.   

 

 This is a qualitative research studies that needs careful thoughts and systematic 

thinking from the setting of research questions, planning methods, conduct an in-depth 

interviews that required persistent efforts and times to gather findings into descriptive 

analysis and to the final conclusions.  The topic of this research passes through many 

obstacles, and lessons must be learnt here for further research and improvements.  In 

the end, this research seeks out to answers the following objectives: 

- the performance efficiency in the warehouse management of consumer 

goods and beverages, a comparison case study between  Thailand and 

Lao PDR; 
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- to provide analysis of findings and recommendations that is applicable in 

adapting an improvement for the warehouse management in Laos.  

Thus, pursuing these objectives the outcomes should answer the research questions of:  

1. What effects Thailand Warehouse management performance efficiency? 

2. What effects Laos Warehouse management performance efficiency? 

3. What are the differences in outcome of both Thailand and Laos Warehouse 

management performance efficiency? 

 

 The conclusion of this research can be analyze from the findings of each country 

case study of criteria covering the warehouse management in labor management, space 

utilization, material handling equipments and warehouse management system (WMS).  In 

additions, the findings of each country case studies of Thailand and Laos shares similar 

outcomes, also at the same time shows some differences in terms of their warehouse 

management performances and which appeared to supports some secondary data within 

chapter 2 of Literature reviews relating to how other researchers reviews the importance 

of warehousing, where delivery has to be fast and reliable (Kruath et all, 2004).  The 

findings in chapter 4 reveals that, the labor management in the warehouse of Thailand’s 

case study based on the company’s policy, follow systematic schedule and tasks that can 

productively and progressively work at a fast pace.  There is an indication of low over-

time work rate, which means that not only they are capable to be self-sufficient, but also 
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show that they are reliable in meeting on-time delivery (as rated the second most 

importance of delivery to customers in fig.2.2, logistic management, RBI research).  In 

comparison to Laos’s case study, their labor management shows little sign of 

aggressiveness and over-time work rate are higher comparing to Thailand, because of 

their insufficient capacity to meet the deadlines.   

 However, both country case studies use the reward and incentives system as a way 

to motivate the labor force and to enhance the performance efficiency with the warehouse 

labor management.  The findings also shows that labor management system is essential 

within the warehouse, as it provide benefits of allowing manager to define the work load, 

mapping different areas of work within the warehouse.  

 

 As supported in chapter 2 of the literature reviews (The Warehouse Education & 

Research Council, 2003) point out that labor management can be one of the simple area 

to make significant productivity and efficiency improvements.  Therefore, even if the labor 

management style in Laos are not as aggressive and well structured as Thailand, it is still 

considered that the system of  family or brotherhood management style fits with its own 

warehouse operations, thereby having one in place and fully utilizing it will help the most 

of the labor force. 

 As mentioned in the secondary source, Turner (2003) reviews the management of 

space utilization from moving floor stacking to racking system, by expanding upwards 
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instead of outwards creating greater cube utilization can increases overall net capacity in 

the facility for products, and cutting cost as well.  In the findings of Thailand’s case study, 

shows that the management of space utilization in the warehouses is well design and 

organized into different categories, where pallet and racking system increase productivity, 

and creating greater space.  Also using narrower aisles will help reduce labor and 

increase capacity.  This means that there are more space for fixed equipments like 

racking, allowing quicker warehouse activities and minimizing mistakes by so allowing 

more efficient workflow.  By comparison for the case study of Lao’s warehouse, shows 

that warehouse space are limited and needed more attentions in facilitating the overflow 

of goods.  Currently, they are relying on temporary space utilization, in need for 

rearranging and configurations to increase capacity for product and cutting cost further.  

Lao need to adopt effective space utilization whether in proper cube utilizations, also 

others means by narrower aisles, pallet and racking systems to its maximum space 

capacity.    

 

 It was reveal in the literature review that industry leaders expected to increase their 

purchases of Material Handling Equipments (MHEs) to enhance high-performance 

warehouses (Aichlmayr, 2002) which the finding for Thailand’s case study shows that the 

companies would adopt a suitable advance MHEs like a reach trucks/ lift trucks, racking 

systems, power pallets and Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) system as such to maximize fullest 
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capacity and improve performance efficiency.  These companies would allocate their 

capital spending on such mechanized MHEs to help boost warehousing performance 

efficiency, while the case study for Lao claimed to fully operate the warehouse within their 

existing MHEs available.  It is understood that such high technological MHEs would 

efficiently best facilitate warehouses that has good layout and infrastructures, allowing 

systematic work process to operate efficiently.  As mentioned many times in previous 

chapters, some warehouses in Lao still have weak layout and infrastructure, where the 

warehouse floors are broken, which is not a good working condition for such high 

technology MHEs to be utilized effectively.  The problem of limited spaces are also 

another barriers for such mechanized reach truck or forklift to move freely within narrow 

aisle. 

 As generalized from secondary data with the findings of this research, indicated that 

it supports Faber et al., (2002, 2001) sources in relations to an out grown of standardized 

WMS for a specific warehouse, which required more features and functionality.  He 

claimed that the market of standard Warehouse Management System (WMS) is still 

young, immature and still quite limited.  As to the research findings for both country case 

studies, it revealed that Thailand adopted more sophisticated standardized WMS such as 

the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system of integrated applications that provide 

and control necessary information within the warehouse operations from receiving to 

shipping.  It can beneficially communicate with other management information systems, 
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about order acceptances, procurement, production control, finance and other various 

process tracking.  However, problems of these standardized WMS stills arise as to 

matching compatibility of certain WMS functions with other necessary inputs.  Therefore, 

necessary automation or upgrading the application of WMS would be required to meet 

high performance efficiency.   Similarly, to the case study of Lao where fundamental 

WMS are adopted and considered to fit well with their warehousing process stills faces 

problems of incompatibility in some functions.  Other problems of concerns related to the 

knowledge and skill of workers needed for further training on WMS for further upgrading 

and support with any incurring problems.   

 

 

5.1 Further Research 

  

 while the role of the warehouse was traditionally been to stock inventory, 

contemporary warehousing provide a broader value proposition in terms of economic and 

service benefits, which was stated in the literature review and reflects in the findings that it 

has advance to a certain level for different nations.  For such case studies between 

Thailand and Laos, there are a number of big gaps in terms of infrastructure, economic 

conditions and the advance technologies required to maintain competitive within their own 

national arena.   
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 Most conclusion perceive from findings reflects various literature reviews in terms of 

reducing costs, maximize efficiency with existing assets, expand operations and capacity 

and the whole operation with warehousing process.  Mainly, the most common factors for 

all warehouses is how the space utilization are design and used to save cost and allow 

convenient flows within the warehouse management to be at most efficient in their 

performances.  Minor problems show the labor management, mostly relating to 

communications and work attendance, while the most efficient factor being the application 

of material handling equipments.   The case study in Thailand proves to have an 

advantages over Laos in terms of technological advance with the ease of WMS to organize 

the daily operations and allowing for further production expansion, while Laos will still 

remain behind and long way to catch up to Thai standards.  It needs an extension of times 

and experts management to lead such benchmark.  The case study at K.P and LBC are 

the best possible warehouse in Laos that can be comparing to the case in Thailand, and 

through this research studies situation layout should be clearer.  Unilever and Diethelm, is 

a classic case for the perspective of Laos to advancing to such level and having better 

warehouse management in practice. 

 

 For further research within the same topic, it is essential for researcher to be well 

prepare for advanced data collections and planning out the methodology to meet the 

expected objectives.  Due to the complexity of this qualitative research, some following 
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directions should be consider in terms of choosing sufficient population sample sizes for the 

selected country case study and ensuring that there are sufficient secondary data to 

supports any outcomes.  To obtain evident findings for this research, necessary criteria 

might be essential to make any comparative outcomes and finalize the conclusion 

accordingly. 

 

5.2 Suggestions & Recommendations 

 

 Time and efforts is much required for further in-depth research, to be well prepared 

for such research study, on how to carry out the findings to outcomes.  As mentioned 

before, it is essential to plan the research methodology and timing schedules with special 

care.  Allow time for enquiries, making appointments with the selected sample population, 

and always have a back up plan for any uncertainties that might occur along the way.  It 

is always wise to do advance study on how to conduct such research whether it might be 

qualitative or quantitative studies, to help save time and make decisions on which is the 

best options to adopt. 
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APPENDIX A 

IN-DEPT INTERVIEW GUIDELINE 

 

This in-depth interview guideline conducted to assist during the interview sessions with interviewees in 

Thailand and Laos.  The interview sessions are designed into 5 parts. 

 Based on the key variables from the conceptual model (refer to chapter 1):  

1) General information about your warehouse 

2) Labor management in you warehouse 

3) Space Utilization 

4) Material Handling Equipments 

5) Warehouse Management System (WMS) 

 

 

Part 1)  General Information 

 
1. What is the name of your Company? Are you a public or private warehouse? 
 
2. What kind of warehouse business do your operate? 
 
3. What is the size of your warehouse business? How many warehouses does you company run? 
 
4. How long have your warehouse business been operating? 

 
 
5. How long have you been working with this company? 
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6. Please indicate your education background and past work experiences 
 
7. What is your position in this company? 

 
 
8. What are you company’s goal, mission and vision? 
 
9. Does your warehouse operate domestically, internationally or both? 
 
10. How many people working for your company?  How many are warehouse man-power? 

 

 

Part 2)  Labor Management in warehouse 

 

1. How many workers or man-labor employed in this warehouse? 

2. How does the warehouse manager assign activities? 

 

3. What is the average education level of a man-labor working in the warehouse? 

 

4. What is the average man-labor hour per day to meet full productivity/ capacity? 

5. What is the percentage overtime hour rate in your warehouse? 

 

6. Comparing to last years figures of overtime hour rate in your warehouse, what is the 

trend? Has it increases or decreases? 

 

7. How does warehouse supervisor monitors direct or indirect labor activities? 
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8. What are the key performance indicators in the labor management of this warehouse? 

 

9. What sorts of problems occur in this warehouse labor management? 

 Please provide past examples and how this problem was handled. 

 

10. How many types of measurement use to evaluate labor performance in the 
warehouse? 

 
11. How would you rate these warehouse key performance indicators (WKPIs) in terms of 

labor productivity? (Please refer to Table1) 
Table1. Warehouse Key performance Indicators (WKPIs) in Labor  Management (in 

%, percentage) 

Performance level: 1= very low, 2= low, 3= average, 3.5= higher than average, 4= high, 5= very high 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12. Are there any incentives or reward systems for highly perform workers? 
Please indicate if any, how it works to help motivate and improve performance efficiency. 
 
11. How often does this warehouse allocate its capital spending for training? 
 
 

Activities Productivity Accuracy Quality 

Receiving    

Putaway    

Storage    

Order picking   

Shipping    

Total    
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Part 3)  Space Utilization in warehouse 

 
1. How do you manage warehouse space utilization for storage of goods? 

 Choose your warehouse space utilization design adopted accordingly: 
� Pallet storage system  � Racking system, single or double  � Aisle system 
� Reslotting system � Crossdocking system 
� Others, please specify 
 

2. Do you rearrange the warehouse space when storage system or put away  activities 
 become a problem?  

� Yes  � No 
 

3. What are some of the problem facing in the warehouse space utilization? 
 

4. How often do you make configuration to the warehouse space? 
 

5. What is the reason for rearranging the warehouse space? 
 

6. After changing the layout of the warehouse for greater space utilization, is there 
 greater storage capacity and warehouse efficiency?  Please indicate  an improvement 
 rate of efficiency. 

 
7. How many man-hour uses from put away process to storage? 

 
8. Do your warehouse use fixed location or random method or mixed of both? Please 

 indicate reasons. 
 
 

9. How do you manage the warehouse space utilization, and storage to reduce costs; 
 increase productivity and to make an improvement to the  warehouse performance 
 efficiency? 
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Part 4)  Material Handling Equipments in warehouse 
 

1. How would you rate your warehouse operation working capacity? 
�1-10%  �11-20% �21-30%  �31-40%  �41-50%  
�51-60%  �61-70% �71-80% �81-90% �91-100% 
 

2. What type of material handling equipments are use in this warehouse? 
 

3. Which material/ mechanized handling equipment contributes the most in 
 enhancing performance efficiency? 

 
4. What are the benefits of having material handling equipment? 

 
5. How often do you invest in buying a new material handling equipments and related 

 software? 
 � Monthly  � Quarterly � Half yearly  � Yearly  � 2-4 years  
 � 5-7 years  � 8-10 years 
 

6. What are the top-10 shopping lists if you have to purchase a new material handling 
 equipment or related software to upgrade performance efficiency?  (Please prioritize 
 form most importance 1 to 10). 

 
 

7. In circumstances that your warehouse does or does not purchase a new material 
 handling equipments, how would you rate the warehouse activity level?  
 

8. After using material handling equipments within the warehouse activities from receiving, 
 putaway, storage, order picking and shipping, how would you rate the performance 
 efficiency? 
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Part 5)  Warehouse Management System in warehouse 
 

1. Does your warehouse adopt WMS?  
� Yes. If yes, is your WMS standardize or tailor made? 
� No. If no, what system do you use to control structure and make warehouse’s 
planning? 
 

2. Does your WMS fits well with your warehousing process? 
 � Yes  � No   
 � Not sure, please specify 

3. How WMS benefits and offers advantages to your Warehouse? 
 

4. How long does it take to implement WMS to see the warehouse performance 
 efficiency? 
 

5. What are some of the problems or disadvantages of WMS that you have come across 
 that might have some effects on the warehouse performance efficiency? 

 
 

6. How WMS facilitates your warehouse activities in receiving, putaway,  storage, order 
 picking and shipping? 

 
7. How would you rate WMS performance efficiency contribution to your 

 warehouse process? 
 

 
�1-10%   �11-20% �21-30%  �31-40%  �41-50%  
�51-60%  �61-70% �71-80% �81-90% �91-100% 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Table 1 Warehouse job roles 
 
Job titles Tasks Accountability Outcomes 
 
Level one:  
Operative or 
Laborer 

 
• Basic skills in using tools, 

plant, equipment 
• Applies knowledge of 

procedures 
• Perform physical job 

requirements 
• Has some related training in 

the job 
• May require a license to 

drive/operate equipment 

 
• \Under immediate super vision 
• Works from verbal and written 

instruction 
• Follows operational procedures 
• Follows health and safety 

procedures 
• Is able to resolve basic 

questions and problems 

 
Safe, successful and timely 
completion of all the assigned 
tasks 
 

 
Level two: 
Storekeeper or 
senior operative 

 
• Knowledge of all regulations 

that apply in the specific 
operation 

• Undertakes varied duties such 
as unloading, picking, loading 

• Has skills in operating 
equipment and may need a 
license to do this 

 

 
• Works under direct supervision 
• Selects from a variety of 

procedures to accomplish 
assigned tasks 

• Resolves routine questions and 
problems but refers complex 
issues to the next level 

• May be responsible for leading 
other people 

 
Accurate work completion in 
accordance with procedures 
 

 
Level three: 
Senior store 
keeper; or 
supervisor or 
first line 
manager 

 
• Applies knowledge of specific 

warehouse operations 
• May plan, but will coordinate 

single or several activities 
• Resolves competing demands 

from customers and users 
• Applies supervisory 

management practices and 
principles 

 
• Has strong technical and 

supervisory skills  
• Organizes, directs and control 

staff 
• Measures employees’ 

outcomes and takes any 
appropriate action 

• Is able to independently 
resolve daily operational 
problems 

 
Efficient and safe/secure handling 
of goods/ materials giving good 
customer service 
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Level four: 
Manager 
 
 

 
• Plans, organizes, directs, 

prioritizes and assigns work to 
staff 

• Controls and evaluates the 
effectiveness of operations 

• Plans and implements 
operational and procedural 
improvements 

• Manages using extensive 
warehouse and management 
experience 

 

 
• Has strong technical and 

managerial skills  
• Independently resolves any 

management issues that 
involve people, customers, 
resources, procedures and 
practices 

 

 
All warehouse operations to be 
efficient, safe/secure and within 
company budget and company 
goals/targets. 
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APPENDIX C 

K.P Company profile, affiliate and main suppliers companies 

Address/Tel./Fax  25-31 Luangphabang Road, Ban Vatchanh,P.O Box 256 Vientiane, Lao 
P.D.R 
Tel: (856 - 21) 212391, 240891-3, 241695 
Fax: ( 856 - 21) 217586 

Re-establishment 
Registered Capital 
Share Holders 

Jun-95 
500 Million Kip 
Laos 100% 

Representatives 1. Mr. Virachit Philaphandeth 
2. Mr. Khemsath Philaphandeth 
3. Mr. Pasatxay Philaphandeth 

Employees 
Line of Business 

149 
Import-Export-Distribution 

Main Suppliers ?� Unilever Trading Company 

?� Mitsubishi Corporation, Tokyo, Japan 

?� Mitsui Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 

?� Coca-Cola 

?� Kimberly-Clark, Thailand 

?� Thai Lotte Co., Ltd. 

?� Nissin Foods (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 

?� Millicom Lao Co., Ltd. 

?� Philips Electronics Thailand Ltd. 
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Affiliate Companies Lao Toyata Service Co., Ltd  
Lao Stanley Co., Ltd. 
K.P Service Co., Ltd.: September 1997 
Khanthabury Co., Ltd.istribution 
K.P Industry Co., Ltd.20 
Saifa Co., Ltd. 
Lao Autobody Co., Ltd.2003 
K.P - Nissei Co., Ltd.he 

 
. Consumer & Food Products   

1. Unilever Thai Holdings Company  
     Vientiane Lao PDR 

 

Chittharath Philaphandeth 

Products Line  
  Personal Care:   LuxSoap, LuxShower Cream 

    Sunsilk, Clinic Shampoos 

    Sunsilk Hair Conditioner 

    Close up Toothpastes 

    Pepsodent Tooth past 

  Detergents:   Viso Detergents 

    Sunlight Dish Washing Liquid 

    Pond's Skin Creams andCosmetics 

    Rexona Deoderants 

2. Kimberly-Clark Thailand. 

:   Tiss Soft, Scott, Scott Extra, Delsey, Tiss Towel, Tiss Hisave 

 Facial Tissue:   Lady Scott, Kleenex, Scott, Kleenex Disney, Pop Up 

 Feminine:   Wondersoft FEMININE Products 

 Diaper:   Huggies Kimby Dry fit 

 Mini Napkin: 

 
  Scott Napkin 
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3. Best Foods. 

 Products Handled 

 Cube:   Knorr chicken Broth, Knorr Pork Broth,  

    Knorr beef Broth, Tomyam Knorr  

 Powder:   Knorr Rostip chicken,  Knorr  Rostip Pork 

 Baking:   Baking  Aids Powder 

 Mayonnaise:   Salad aids Mayonnaise 

 Fish sauce:   Knorr Fish Sauce 

4. Beverage:   Coca-Cola Co.Vietnam 

 

 Beverage: 
  

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Fanta , Tonic water, Soda 

 

5. Nissin Foods:  Nissin Foods ( Thailand ) Co., LTD. 

  

 Noodle:   Nissin Ramen 1 

    Noodle Cup 

6. Lotte : Thai Lotte Co., LTD. 

  

  Gum and Candy     

7 . Philips Lighting Thailand Co.,LTD 

T, STARTERS, BATTONS, LTD-SUPER-80, HALOGEN DICH, CFL ESSENTAIL. TLE LAMPS. 
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K.P Company Main Office 

Locations    25-31 Luang Phabang Road 

    Wat Chan, Vientiane 

    Lao People's Democratic Republic  

Postal Address:    P.O Box 256 

    Vientiane 

    Lao P.D.R 

Telephone:   ( 856-21) 212391 

    ( 856-21) 240892 

    ( 856-21) 240893 

    ( 856-21) 241695 - 6 

Fax:   ( 856-21) 217586 

Staff Contact 
Company: 

  
Mr. Phasatxay Philaphandeth 
Vice-President 
E-mail: pasatxay@kplao.com  

  
  

Mr. Chittarath Philaphandeth 
Vice-president 
E-mail: chittarath@kplao.com  

  
  

Mr. Phosavang Chasane 
Vice-President 
E-mail: phosavang@kplao.com  

Marketing:  
  

Mr. Santhaluck Chasane 
Marketing Director 
E-mail: santhaluck@kplao.com  

  
  

Mr. Khambor Sypaseuth 
Project Manager 
E-mail: khambor@kplao.com  

Sale:    Mr. Vilaysack Samontry 
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Sale Director 
E-mail: vilaysack_s@kplao.com  

  
  

Mr. Bounthavy Souvannavong 
Sale Director 
E-mail: bounthavy@kplao.com  

Tyres: 
  

Mr. Vilaysack Philaphandeth 
Director 
E-mail: vilaysack@kplao.com  

  
  

Mss. Chanthavong T 
Manager 
E-mail: chanthavong@kplao.com 

Finance: 
  

Ms. Sriratana Ratanamon 
Finance Controller  
E-mail: sriratana@kplao.com  
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APPENDIX D- Lao Brewery Co., Ltd, Beer Lao and Water Production 
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APPENDIX E 
http://www.poweringprogress.org/energy_sector/customs_law.htm#p04-ch03 
 
Part 4 
  Chapter 3: Warehouse system  

 

• Article 34. The warehouse regime is a regime for the storage of locally produced or import 
goods which are to be exported by business operators or locally consumed, for a definite 
period of time with customs duty suspension and under the control of the customs authorities 
pending the implementation of the customs regime.  

Warehouses included in the warehouse regime include 4 categories:  
- Real warehouse;  
- Special warehouse;  
- Fictive warehouse;  
- Industrial warehouse;  
-  
Businessmen shall be authorized to use the warehouse regime according to conditions 
outlined by Government.  

The Minister of Finance shall authorize the establishment of warehouse regime, and outline 
regulations on warehouse construction sites, their organization, the use, the supervision and 
the determination of the storage period for each type of goods. 

• Article 35 . Real warehouses store general goods pending their removal from the warehouse 
according to the customs regime and under the supervision of the customs authorities. 

• Article 36 . Special warehouses store the following types of goods  
- Live animals;  
- Goods under restriction of entry or under special supervision;  
- Goods hazardous to health, lacking sanitation or hazardous to the environment.  
In addition to the above mentioned goods, the Minister of Finance will determine separately 
other types of goods. 

• Article 37 . Fictive warehouses are duty free shops under contract for sale of goods to 
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outgoing travelers and according to specific regulations.  
Article 38. Industrial warehouses store goods imported by enterprises for assembly, 
improvement, processing or repair and then re-exported within a definite period of time. 

• Article 38 . Industrial warehouses store goods imported by enterprises for assembly, 
improvement, processing or repair and then re-exported within a definite period of time 

• Article 39 . Goods restricted from entry and transit through the Lao People's Democratic 
Republic may be stored in any above warehouse but shall be exported within a definite period 
of time.  

Customs authorities are entitled to prohibit the storage of certain goods in warehoused if such 
commodities are seen as detrimental to health, the environment and warehouse operations. 

• Article 40 . Customs officers are entitled to control the inventory and goods in warehouses at 
any time if deemed necessary.  

In case it is proven by custom officers that stored goods are missing or do not confirm to the 
initial declaration, the warehouse owner shall be responsible for the payment of duty at the 
applicable rate on the day the loss is observed and for other liabilities according to the laws 
and regulations. 

• Article 41 . The removal of goods from one warehouse to another, to the custom-house or re-
exported shall be accompanied with a guaranteed goods removal permit. 

• Article 42 . In case it is required to remove goods stored in warehouse under duty holiday 
regime for domestic consumption, the owner of such goods shall pay duties at the applicable 
rate on the day the detailed duty declaration for consumption is registered.  
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APPENDIX F  Unilever 

Timeline 

19th century 
Although Unilever wasn't formed until 1930, the companies that joined forces to create the business 
we know today were already well established before the start of the 20th century. 

1900s 
Unilever's founding companies produced products made of oils and fats, principally soap and 
margarine. At the beginning of the 20th century their expansion nearly outstrips the supply of raw 
materials. 

1910s 
Tough economic conditions and the First World War make trading difficult for everyone, so many 
businesses form trade associations to protect their shared interests. 

1920s 
With businesses expanding fast, companies set up negotiations intending to stop others producing 
the same types of products. But instead they agree to merge - and so Unilever is created.  

1930s 
Unilever's first decade is no easy ride: it starts with the Great Depression and ends with the Second 
World War. But while the business rationalizes operations, it also continues to diversify. 

1940s 
Unilever's operations around the world begin to fragment, but the business continues to expand 
further into the foods market and increase investment in research and development. 

1950s 
Business booms as new technology and the European Economic Community lead to rising standards 
of living in the West, while new markets open up in emerging economies around the globe. 

1960s 
As the world economy expands, so does Unilever and it sets about developing new products, 
entering new markets and running a highly ambitious acquisition programmed. 

1970s 
Hard economic conditions and high inflation make the '70s a tough time for everyone, but things are 
particularly difficult in the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) sector as the big retailers start to 
flex their muscles. 

1980s 
Unilever is now one of the world's biggest companies, but takes the decision to focus its portfolio, 
and rationalize its businesses to focus on core products and brands. 

1990s 
The business expands into Central and Eastern Europe and further sharpens its focus on fewer 
product categories, leading to the sale or withdrawal of two-thirds of its brands. 

The 21st 
century 

The decade starts with the launch of Path to Growth, a five-year strategic plan, and in 2004 further 
sharpens its focus on the needs of 21st century consumers with its Vitality mission. 
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